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Glassy carbon is an isotropic, continuous and non-graphitizing carbon which combines 

the properties of glass, ceramic with those of graphite. It has some excellent properties like 

high tensile strength, high hardness; high electrical and thermal conductivities; and 

combined resistance to high temperature, corrosion and wear. Glassy carbon also has high 

impermeability to gases and liquids. No doubt, glassy carbon has found a good its way in the 

nuclear application field. In many reactor designs, the nuclear fuel becomes critical in the 

graphite core and during the operation of these reactors, activated fission products such as Cr, 

Cs, Cd, Fe, Ag, Pd, Ni among other fission elements are trapped within the structure of the 

graphite core. Interestingly, the problem with the graphite reactor core has been addressed by 

proposing glassy carbon as an alternative. Recently, the nuclear material group at the 

University of Pretoria has also proposed the use of glassy carbon as a containment material for 

radioactive fission products. For glassy carbon to be a good candidate for containment, it must 

be a good diffusion barrier for fission product like Xe and its near-surface region must remain 

unchanged under bombardment with low and swift heavy ion irradiation and extreme heat 

condition.  

This study is in two parts. Both parts are geared towards the study of the effectiveness of 

glassy carbon as a good storage material was investigated. Firstly, 200 keV Xe ions were 

implanted into glassy carbon substrates to a fluence of 1×1016 ions/cm2 at room temperature. 
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Also, we have also investigated the effect of SHI irradiation on Xe as-implanted samples at a 

fluence of 1×1014 ions/cm2. After implantation and swift heavy ion irradiation, the samples 

were investigated using several techniques. This was with a view to characterizing the level of 

damage created by the ion bombardment, the distributions of the Xe ions in glassy carbon and 

the effect of SHI irradiation on these distributions. The irradiated and un-irradiated but 

implanted with Xe samples were isochronally annealed in a vacuum in steps of 100 C for 5 

hours at temperatures ranging from 300 C – 800 C and  900 C – 1500 C, respectively. 

 

Raman spectroscopy was used to study the structure of the irradiated and un-irradiated samples 

implanted with Xe before and after annealing. The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was 

used to monitor the surface morphology after each annealing cycle. The migration behaviour 

of Xe in the irradiated and un-irradiated but implanted samples before and after each annealing 

step were investigated by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). We have reported 

the conventional RBS depth profile results after annealing at two different temperature regimes, 

300 C – 800 C and 900 C – 1500 C, respectively. For the first annealing temperature regime, 

300 C – 800 C no noticeable diffusion of Xe was observed as the profile remained nearly the 

same as compared to the as-implanted depth profile. The non-diffusion of Xe at these low 

temperatures was attributed to the amorphisation of the glassy carbon leading to creation of 

defects within the implanted region of the glassy carbon matrix. The defects which could be in 

terms of voids and vacancies are responsible for the trapping of Xe well within the damaged 

region of the glassy carbon matrix. The Xe profile shifted towards the surface of glassy carbon 

after annealing at 900 C. The shift at this temperature towards the surface was accompanied 

with slight broadening of the Xe profile. This broadening was considered critical because the 

diffusion of Xe was Fickian (Gaussian) in nature.  Annealing from 900 C – 1500 C resulted 

in the movement of Xe profile deeper beyond the damaged bulk deeper into the undamaged 

bulk of glassy carbon and the formation of a bimodal distribution was also observed. As the 

Xe atom moved deeper into the undamaged bulk, the migration behaviour extends up to a depth 

of 800 nm deeper into the undamaged bulk with increasing bimodal distribution formation after 

annealing at 1400 C. A suggestive model given to the migration behaviour of Xe is the 

presence of large number of pores in glassy carbon. These pores needs to be filled up when Xe 

atoms become more energized after annealing at higher temperatures. 

The Raman result for the virgin glassy carbon spectra obtained at 514.5 nm shows that D and 

G peaks are at 1350 cm-1 and 1587 cm-1, respectively. Xenon implantation into glassy carbon 
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resulted in amorphisation as evident by the merging of D and G peaks, decreased ID/IG ratio 

and increased FWHM. Annealing of the sample in the first temperature regime shows that the 

damaged layer caused by Xe implantation start to recrystallizes after annealing at 500 C. This 

temperature is considered a dynamic annealing temperature for Xe implanted glassy carbon. 

The recrystallization of the glassy carbon are accompanied by some changes after annealing at 

500 C – 900 C. These changes include a decrease and narrowing of the FWHM of the G peak, 

a decrease in the ID/IG ratio and upshift in the G peak positions. However, annealing of the 

xenon implanted glassy carbon sample up to 1500 C did not revert to its original state before 

ion implantation.  

The re-growth of the Raman D and G peaks was further observed after high temperature 

annealing of the implanted glassy carbon from 1000 C – 1500 C. From 1000 C – 1300 C the 

D and G peaks shows better recovery with slightly increased G peak than the D peak. However, 

at 1400 C and 1500 C, the intensity of the D and G peak appear to be the same. At the highest 

annealing temperature, (1500 C), the crystallite size, La of the implanted glassy carbon have 

increased from 0.88 to 1.39 nm. This is an indication that the structural recovery of the 

implanted layer resulted in a structure that is more graphite-like than the glassy carbon. The 

difference in the crystallite sizes also means that some of the damage introduced by Xe ion 

implantation was still retained after heat treatment at highest temperature.  

The effect of xenon ions bombardment and heat treatment on the surface topography of the GC 

was characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and complemented with atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). AFM was used to evaluate and quantify the effect of Xe ion 

bombardment and annealing temperature on the surface roughness. The AFM result shows that 

the sample surface became rougher after Xe implantation. The increased roughness was later 

confirmed from the SEM micrographs. The SEM micrographs obtained from the samples 

showed that the polishing marks became prominent after ion bombardment. The surface 

roughness further increased after annealing at 1500 C. The SEM micrograph of the sample 

annealed at 1500 C shows a uniform distribution of large granules on the surface of the sample. 

The relative height difference in the implanted and un-implanted layer of glassy carbon was 

determined using AFM and this was used to calculate the density of the implanted glassy 

carbon which is 2.215 gcm-3. This value is much comparable to the density of graphite which 

is 2.26 gcm-3. This shows that the recovery of the implanted region resulted in a structure that 

is more graphite-like than glassy carbon. 
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The HRTEM analyses gave a clearer information on the structure of virgin glassy carbon and 

after ion bombardment. The TEM images of the virgin glassy carbon indicated a layered 

fullerene-like nano structure. This structure changed after Xe bombardment indicating the 

amorphisation of glassy carbon with the presence of some nano-crystallites features. The 

HRTEM image of sample annealed at 600 C had showed some graphitic strands which became 

reduced after annealing at 1000 C. The HRTEM result of annealed sample might depicts some 

form of recovery of the glassy carbon.  

The effect of swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation of Xe ion-implanted glassy carbon was also 

investigated. We hypothesized that glassy carbon will be exposed to radioactivity release (in 

orders of 100s MeV to few GeV) resulting from the fission process of nuclear waste with large 

range of energies. Glassy carbon proposed as a nuclear waste containment material in this study 

is expected to undergo structural changes after SHI irradiation. The RBS result of sample 

irradiated with 167 MeV Xe SHIs at fluence of 1×1014 ions/cm2 indicates an increased shift of 

Xe ions towards the undamaged bulk of glassy carbon as compared to the un-irradiated but 

implanted samples. This shift of Xe may be due to the transient melting along the ion trajectory 

which also resulted in a little amount of xenon that have evaporated. 

The Xe SHIs irradiated but implanted sample was annealed in the temperature range of 1000 – 

1500 C in steps of 100 for 5 hours and characterize with RBS. The RBS depth profile of SHI 

irradiated but implanted sample indicate the diffusion of Xe after annealing at 1000 C. The 

RBS depth profiles obtained for the sample irradiated with SHIs and subsequently annealed 

was not expected because the un-irradiated sample had a bimodal distribution after annealing 

at 1000 C. The RBS depth profiles obtained for the sample irradiated with SHIs and 

subsequently annealed between 1100 and 1500 C showed a similar migration behaviour for 

Xe as compared with the un-irradiated but implanted sample. This implies that SHIs irradiation 

does not influence the migration behaviour of Xe in glassy carbon at annealing temperature 

≥1100 C. 

The effect of SHIs on the damaged layer of the implanted glassy carbon was investigated by 

using Raman spectroscopy. Two distinguished peaks reappeared near the D and G bands of the 

glassy carbon as a result of SHIs irradiation. The G peak intensity became slightly more 

prominent as compared to the D peak intensity. This observation means that glassy carbon 

structure is already recrystallizing as a result of SHIs irradiation which was later confirmed by 

the calculated increased crystallite size. These results agree well with the RBS results for SHI 

irradiation.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Nuclear energy supplies about 17% of the total electrical energy generated in the world. Further 

expansion of nuclear power offers a tempting alternative to relieve the pressure on countries to 

reduce greenhouse gases and their carbon footprints [Giu07]. However, the generation of 

nuclear energy raises a number of concerns for environment accidents such as those that 

occurred at Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima. Radioactive waste is generated in a 

wide range of activities involving a wide variety of radioactive materials associated with the 

operation of nuclear facilities, the use of sealed radioactive sources in the industry, and the use 

of human-made radionuclides in hospitals and laboratories. The main activities that generate 

radioactive waste include nuclear power plant operations, nuclear fuel cycle activities and 

nuclear research activities [Iae06]. The physical, chemical and radiological characteristics of 

the waste arising from these activities are widely different [Iae06]. The general objective is to 

manage radioactive waste in such a way as to protect human health and the environment as 

well as to limit any burden in the future.   

 

1.1 Xenon as radioactive waste and poisoning 

 

Gaseous wastes often contain, along with gases, radioactive particulates which are 

fine particles in the air to which radioactive materials have stuck. These gases contain 

radionuclides such as 88Kr, 131I, and 133Xe [Nag15].  Generally, all fission products can be 

classified as reactor poisons because they all absorb neutrons to some extent. However, two of 

the fission products, Xe-135 and Sm-149, are significant by themselves due to their absorption 

cross-section and high production as fission products or fission product daughters. Xenon-135 

has a microscopic absorption cross-section of 3.5×106 barns and a total fission product yield 

of 6.6%. Samarium-149 has an absorption cross-section of 42,000 barns and a total fission 

product yield of 1.4% [Cso83]. Xenon-135 is the more important of the two and will be dealt 

with and discuss in more detail.   

Xenon is classified as a high-level nuclear waste element.  It is mainly produced in nuclear 

fission reactions.  It consists of various radioactive isotopes including xenon-135, which is of 

considerable significance in the operation of nuclear power reactors. The reason is that it acts 
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as a neutron absorber or poison, which can slow down or stop the chain reaction after a period 

of operation [Sae10]. A major contribution to the sequence of events leading to the Chernobyl 

nuclear disaster was the failure to anticipate the effect of xenon poisoning on the rate of the 

nuclear fission reaction [Dia03]. Xenon-135 is a product of U-235 fission and has a very large 

neutron-capture cross-section. It also decays radioactively with a half-life of 9.13 hours. Little 

of the Xe-135 results directly from a fission reaction. Most comes from the decay chain, Te-

135 to I-135 to Xe-135 [Rog00]. 135Xe, with its extremely high absorption cross-section of 2.65 

×106 barns is used up quickly upon creation, transmuting into 136Xe, which is a stable isotope. 

135Xe is produced in the fuel in two ways: 

 

I. Directly from fission, having a yield of about 0.3% of all fission products. 

II. Indirectly is about 95% from the decay of iodine-135 as a secondary fission product, as 

a result of radioactive of iodine-135 via the following decay chain: 

 

 

T 52
135

β−

→  I  53
135

β−

→   Xe53
135  

 
(1.1) 

 

1.2 Classification of nuclear wastes 

 

Nuclear wastes are classified according to its activity level and the radioactive half-life as 

follow [www1] [Rah06]: 

 

1.2.1 Low-level nuclear wastes (LLW) 

 

Low-level nuclear wastes mainly come from the nuclear industry, as well as a few 

research laboratories and medical facilities. Low-level wastes can be stored into a sewage 

system and solid waste which are delivered to a landfill site or an incineration plant if the 

activities are below the nuclide-specific limits based on the annual limit on intake values. At 

the interim storage, the waste packages are loaded into 5 m3 concrete containers. Most low-

level radioactive waste is typically sent to land-based disposal immediately following its 

packaging for long-term management. 

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/NucEne/cherno.html#c1
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/NucEne/fission.html#c2
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1.2.2 Intermediate level nuclear wastes (ILW) 

 

Intermediate level nuclear wastes are mostly generated from spent fuel reprocessing and 

general operations and maintenance at nuclear sites. It has radioactivity levels that are higher 

than low-level waste but which do not generate enough heat to require special storage or 

disposal facilities. However, like other radioactive wastes, they need to be contained to protect 

workers from the radiation. Intermediate-level radioactive wastes are stored pending disposal 

in a geological repository. Some of ILW are disposed of in the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant 

(WIPP) deep geological repository.  

 

1.2.3 High-level nuclear wastes (HLW) 

 

High-level wastes consist of the spent nuclear fuels withdrawn from nuclear power plants 

following utilization for power generation and the highly radioactive waste resulting from 

the reprocessing of spent fuel. Some of these nuclear wastes in spent fuel have short half-lives, 

for example, iodine-131 has a half-life of 8-days and therefore their radioactivity decreases 

rapidly. However, most of them have long half-lives. For example, plutonium-239 has a half-

life of 24000 years, and plutonium-240 has a half-life of 6800 years. Because of these long 

half-lived radioactive elements, spent fuel must be isolated and stored in waste containers. This 

high-level nuclear wastes also can result in health problems such as cancer, an increase 

in environmental temperature and radiation. 

 

1.3 Storage of nuclear wastes 

 

Nuclear wastes of the high-level should be stored in a segregated method such that it can be 

retrieved for further treatment, or to be transferred to another storage facility or for disposal. 

Isolation of the waste may also reduce the exposure risks and may limit the severity of any 

consequences under accident conditions . There are many reasons why it may be appropriate 

to store radioactive wastes for varying periods of time which include [Iae06]: 

 

 To allow the decay of short-lived radionuclides to a level at which the radioactive 

wastes can be released, discharged or recycled. 
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 To collect and accumulate a sufficient amount of radioactive wastes prior to its transfer 

to another facility for treatment and conditioning. 

 To collect and accumulate a sufficient amount of radioactive wastes prior to its disposal. 

 To reduce the heat generation rate of high-level radioactive wastes prior to its disposal 

and, in some cases, prior to steps in its predisposal management. 

 To provide long term storage of nuclear wastes in places lacking a suitable disposal 

facility. 

 

1.3.1 The wastes storage method 

 

There are two methods in which nuclear waste can be stored [Nrc02] [Nrc13]: 

 

1.3.1.1 Wet storage method 

 

Currently, most spent nuclear fuels are stored and segregated in specially designed pools at 

individual reactor sites. The wet storage method involves storing spent fuel in rods under at 

least 20 feet of water (see Fig. 1.1a), which provides adequate shielding from the radiation near 

the pool site. Most pools were originally designed to store several years of spent fuel. Due to 

delays in developing disposal facilities for the spent fuel, most of the pools were designed to 

allow a greater number of spent fuel rods to be stored.  

 

1.3.1.2 Dry storage method 

 

When pool capacity began to fill up, nuclear institutions began to look for alternative methods 

of storing spent nuclear fuel. One of the alternative options is the dry storage system. In this 

method, spent fuel is surrounded by inert gas inside a container which is also called a cask-see 

Fig. 1.1b. The casks are usually made of metals such as copper, iron, stainless steels, titanium 

alloys, and nickel-based alloys or concrete. Some of these casks can be used for both long term 

storage and transportation. Most nuclear power plants are currently storing spent fuel under the 

dry storage option. 
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Fig. 1.1: A configuration for spent fuel waste storage (a) Wet storage (b) Dry storage methods 

[www1] [Nrc13]. 

 

1.4 Motivation and research objectives 

 

The storage of radioactive waste must ensure that both human health and the environment will 

be protected, both now and in the future. The performance of the materials used in nuclear 

wastes are important during the entire process of waste management. A key consideration in 

nuclear-waste management is the development of a highly durable waste container (including 

(a) 

(b) 
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the cask and the surrounding container barriers) that ensures the long-term stability of materials 

and the isolation of radioactivity. Candidate materials that are being used for fabricating the 

cask are generally metals such as copper, iron, stainless steels, titanium alloys, and nickel-

based alloys. Certain ceramics or graphitic materials may also be considered [Yim00]. Copper 

is one of the few metals which has a very good environmental durability, however, it is known 

to be poor in brine as well as in radiation environment [Wer92]. Iron steel provides good 

predictability since much is known about the material. It is not very corrosion-resistant but is 

less prone to catastrophic failures. Titanium alloys are mechanically strong and possess good 

corrosion resistance, however, they can experience brittle failure with the uptake of hydrogen. 

Nickel-based alloys, such as Incoloy and Hastelloy, are very corrosion resistant similar to 

titanium. They are easier to weld than titanium but could be more expensive. Stainless steels 

have good mechanical properties and are very corrosion resistant, but catastrophic failures are 

possible through stress-corrosion cracking as well as being very expensive [Yim00]. Ceramic 

materials, such as graphite and silicon carbide, have excellent corrosion resistance and are 

abundant. However, mechanical strength is a problem with graphite.  

 

Due to physical and chemical stresses during transportation, interim storage and disposal, 

various forms of degradation can be expected. The main objective of this study is to investigate 

the feasibility of glassy carbon to be a good  alternative material for constructing the casks used 

for nuclear waste storage [Mal18]. In order to do this, glassy carbon was implanted with one 

of the significant fission products namely Xe ions. One of the main problems in the dry method 

of nuclear storage is degradation over time due to heat. In order to investigate if glassy carbon 

is able to retain its thermal resistance, the implanted glassy carbon annealed at different 

temperatures. The low reactivity and gas impermeability of glassy carbon is attributed to its 

structure and properties, therefore, it is important that glassy carbon retains its structure even 

after ion bombardment and heat treatment. The structure of the glassy carbon was monitored 

after ion bombardment and heat treatment at different temperatures using Raman spectroscopy 

and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The migration behaviour of Xe ions in glassy 

carbon due to heat treatment were investigated. The change in the surface morphology and 

roughness of glassy carbon were also investigated. 
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1.5 The outlay of the thesis 

 

This thesis contains 9 chapters organized as follows: Chapter 1 is the introduction and it gives 

a general overview of nuclear power and nuclear wastes as well as the methods of storing 

nuclear wastes. Chapter 2 discusses carbon material and its allotropes, the structures, 

properties and applications. Chapters 3 discusses the theory of ion implantation, general 

conception. Diffusion and the theory of diffusion is discussed in Chapters 4, while Chapter 

5 gives a general overview of some of the analytical techniques such as 

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) which were used during the study. The experimental procedures including 

the annealing processes are discussed in Chapter 6. The results and discussions are presented 

in Chapter 7. The conclusions drawn from the results are given in Chapter 8 as well as 

recommendations for future research work that still needs to be done. Research outputs from 

this work in Chapter 9.  
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CHAPTER 2 

CARBON MATERIAL AND ITS ALLOTROPES 

 

Carbon is one of the most significant elements among all other elements. It is a unique and 

abundant chemical element in nature, with symbol C which consists of 6 protons and 6 

electrons (12C). Carbon can exist in more than 95% of all known chemical elements and consists 

of a large number of allotropes [Hir10]. It exists in nature in three pure forms namely: diamond, 

graphite, amorphous carbon and in synthetic forms such as glassy carbon and fullerenes. It all 

has four valence electrons so they can easily bond with other carbon atoms to form long chains 

or rings [Fal07]. Carbon has an outstanding ability to form different hybridization (sp3, sp2 and 

sp1). 

 

Carbon materials appear in different crystalline forms as a result of the three different types of 

bonding known as hybridization, which is sp3, sp2 and sp1 as shown in Fig. 2.1. The first hybrid 

is the sp1 (linear coordination), second is sp2 (trigonal) and the third is sp3 (tetragonal). 

Diamond is known as pure sp3 hybridization and graphite is pure sp2 hybridization, while 

amorphous carbon has sp2 with fraction of sp3 hybridization [Miy98]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: Three different types of hybridization and their hybrid orbitals [Kru10]. 

 

In the sp1 configuration, two of the four hybrid orbitals mix together. These two orbitals are 

repulsive and therefore form an angle of 180which makes the sp1 molecule linear [Kru10]. 
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The sp1 bond forms σ bonds directed along ± x-axis and the other two electrons enter π orbitals 

in the y and z directions. 

 

In the sp2 configuration, when three of the four hybrid orbitals mix (an s and two p orbitals) to 

form trigonal sp2 orbitals with the neighbouring atoms at 120i.e. graphite structure, which 

form σ bonds in a plane [Pie13]. The free valence electron (pz) lies in a pπ orbital, with an axis 

perpendicular to the sp2 hybrid orbitals. The π orbital forms a weaker bond with a π orbital on 

one or more neighbouring atoms [Ans06].   

 

In the sp3 configuration, i.e. in diamond structure, the four hybrid orbitals are assigned to be 

tetrahedrally directed to sp3 orbital, which makes a strong σ-bond to an adjacent angle [Lin11]. 

 

2.1 Allotropes of carbon: Structure, Properties and Applications 

 

The allotropes of carbon can be classified in two forms; natural and artificial as are shown in 

the fig. 2.2 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2: Schematics showing the different allotropes of carbon. 
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2.1.1 Graphite 

 

Graphite comprises of series of infinite layers of sp2 hybridized carbon atoms. Each carbon 

atom is bonded to three others to form a planar array of hexagons. The weak van der Waals 

force keeps the graphene layers stacked together, 0.3354 nm apart [Fal07]. Graphite exists in 

three forms namely: hexagonal, rhombohedral and turbostratic as shown in Fig. 2.3 (a – c) 

below. The most common form is the hexagonal graphite which is arranged in an ABAB 

sequence which is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). The ABAB sequence has an in-plane nearest-neighbor 

distance of 0.1421 nm, inter-planar separation of 0.3354 nm, an in-plane lattice parameter ao 

of 0.2456 nm and a c-axis parameter of 0.6708 nm [Dre96] [Pie93].  

 

Hexagonal graphite (Fig. 2.3 a) is thermodynamically stable at room temperature and ambient 

pressure and found in all synthetic materials. Rhombohedral graphite (Fig. 2.3 b) is unstable 

and is stacked in the ABCABCABC sequence [Pie93] [Miy98]. It has an in-plane lattice 

parameter of 0.2256 nm and a c-axis parameter of 1.0006 nm. It is never found in pure form 

but always in combination with hexagonal graphite. It usually reverts to the hexagonal form 

during heat treatment above 1300 °C [Pie93]. Turbostratic graphite is graphite in which there 

is a relatively random rotation of adjacent graphene layers which then results in stacking faults 

[Zha17]. Hence, there is no consistent interlayer spacing between the layers, whereas interlayer 

spacing ranging from 0.344 nm to 0.370 nm [Pau66]. As a consequence, there is no more 

interaction between the layers, and the orientation of individual planes no longer has an 

influence on the effective forces.  
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Fig. 2.3: Crystal structure of different forms of graphite showing the (a) Hexagonal (b) 

Rhombohedral (c) Turbostratic stacking sequence [Pie93] [Zha17]. 

 

2.1.1.1 Properties of graphite 

 

The sp2 hybridization is formed when three of the four hybrid orbitals mix (an s and two p 

orbitals) to form three sp2 orbitals and unhybridized free p orbital electrons- see fig. 2.2. The 

three sp2 orbitals formed are coplanar and form an angle of 120o between each other [Pie13]. 

They form σ-bonds by overlapping with orbitals of neighbouring orbitals. The free valence 

electron (pz) lies in the π  orbital with an axis perpendicular to the sp2 hybrid orbitals where it 

forms a weak π  bond [Ans06]. A common example of a trigonally hybridized structure is 

graphite. The structure and properties of graphite will be discussed later in this chapter. 

 

The unusual crystal structure of graphite results in a considerable anisotropy. The properties of 

graphite  may vary considerably when measured along the ab axis (within the plane) or the c 

direction (perpendicular to the planes). The table below gives some of the physical and 

chemical properties of hexagonal graphite. 
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Table 2.1: Some properties of hexagonal graphite [Pie93] [Miy98]. 

 

Property Value 

 

Lattice parameters 
a = 0.2456 nm 

c = 0.6708 nm 

Colour Black 

Density (1 atom) 2.26 g/cm3 

Compression strength 0.065-0.089 GPa 

Atomic volume 5.315 cm3/mol 

Boiling point 4560 K 

Carbon-carbon bond distance  0.1421 nm 

Atomic number density 1.14×1023 atoms/cm3 

Melting point 4450 K 

Heat of vaporization 355.8-598.2 kJ/mol 

 

Thermal conductivity at 25 C 

Pyrolytic graphite: 

ab directions 190-398 W/m.°C 

c direction 1-3 W/m.°C 

Specific heat capacity at 25C 0.690 - 0.719 kJ/kg-K 

 

Coefficient of thermal 

expansion at 25 to 200 C 

Pyrolitic graphite: 

ab directions, -1 to 1 10-6/C 

c direction, 15-25 10-6/C 

Binding energy 7.4 eV/C atom 

Magnetic susceptibility  0.141×10-6 cm3/g 

 

 

2.1.1.2 Applications of graphite 

 

Graphite is one of the most significant materials used in the manufacturing and 

laboratory applications depending on its type. Some applications of graphite such as nuclear, 

chemical, electrical and mechanical are listed below [www1]: 

 

i. Due to its high thermal and neutron radiation resistance, graphite is used in the nuclear 

industry as materials for producing moderator rods in nuclear reactors. 
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ii. In the chemical industry/laboratory, graphite is also used as an electrode in the 

production of chemicals such as calcium carbide and halogens. 

 

iii. Graphite used in the manufacture of carbon brushes for electrical motors. 

 

iv. The mechanical properties of graphite also allow it to be used in the manufacture of 

engineering materials such as piston rings, shafts, thrust bearings, etc. Carbon-based 

seals also employed in the fuel pumps and shafts of aircraft jet engines. 

 

2.1.1.2 Diamond 

 

Diamond consists of sp3-hybridized carbons, where the covalent chemical bonds extend three-

dimensional. Diamond has two crystal structures, a cubic symmetry which is the more common 

and stable and hexagonal symmetry, less common and lower hardness found in nature as 

mineral Lonsdaleite [fal07] [Pie93]. In diamond, each tetrahedron of the hybridized carbon 

atom combines with four other hybridized atoms (tetrahedral). The resulting structure is a 

strong covalent bonded structure as shown in Fig. 2.4(a).  The covalent bond between the 

carbon atoms of the diamond is characterized by a short bond length of 0.154 nm and high 

bond energy of 711 kJ/mol [Miy98]. 

 

The cubic structure of diamond can be visualized as stacking of puckered infinite layers (the 

{111} planes), or as two face-centred interpenetrating cubic lattices, one with the origin at (0, 

0, 0) and the other at (1/4, 1/4, 1/4) with parallel axes. The stacking sequence of the {111} 

planes is ABCABC so that every third layer is identical [Dre96] [Pie93]. The in-plane lattice 

parameter of a cubic diamond is given as a= 0.3567 nm (at 25 C and 1 atom). The nearest-

neighbour C-C distance is 0.1544 nm, nearly 10 % larger than in graphite. And the atomic 

density of diamond (1.77×1023 cm-3) which is 56 % higher than in graphite, due to the high 

anisotropy of the graphite structure. 

 

Hexagonal diamond (Lonsdaleite) is extremely rare in nature. The hexagonal lattice is similar 

to a cubic relative and is built from tetrahedrons of carbon, but these are arranged in a different 

stacking sequence as shown in Fig. 2.4(b). The lattice parameters are a = 0.252 nm and c = 

0.412 nm. Both cubic and hexagonal diamonds are isotropic, three-dimensional structures with 

every atom tetrahedrally surrounded by four neighbours. Hexagonal diamond has an ABAB 
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stacking sequence, the c-axis of 0.206 nm, considerably smaller than the interplanar separation 

of 0.335 nm for graphite [Kru10] [Bun67]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.4: Lattice structure of (a) cubic diamond (b) hexagonal diamond [Kru10]. 

 

 

2.1.2.1 Properties of diamond 

 

The table 2.2 gives some of the physical, thermal, electrical and optical properties of diamond. 
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Table 2.2: Some properties of cubic and hexagonal of diamond [Pie93] [Dre96] [May00] 

[Hay17]. 

 

Property Value 

Lattice Structure Cubic symmetry Hexagonal symmetry 

 

Lattice constant (300 K) 

 

0.3567  
a = 0.252 nm 

c = 0.412 nm 

Density (1 atom) 3.515 g/cm3  3.52 g/cm3 

Carbon-Carbon bond distance 0.15448 nm  0.154 nm  

Thermal conductivity (300 K) 2100 W/(m.K)   

Atomic number density 1.77×1023 atoms /cm3  

Melting point  4500 K   

Mechanical hardness  90 GPa   

Bulk Modulus  1.2×1012 N m-2   

Specific heat capacity (25C) 0.502 J/gK   

Sound propagation velocity 17.5 km/s-1  

Bandgap 5.47 eV  

Compressibility 8.3 ×10-13 m2 N-1   

 

 

2.1.2.2  Applications of diamond 

 

Diamond is one of the most coveted gems. It also has quite a number of industrial and 

laboratory applications due to its hardness, mechanical properties, high thermal conductivity, 

and excellent electrical insulating properties [www2] [May00]. Some of the applications of the 

diamond are listed below: 

 

i. Due to its hardness diamond is mostly used in cutting, grinding, drilling, and polishing 

tools. 

 

ii. Diamond can also be used in making tungsten wires, using for some labs equipment. 

 

iii. Diamond is transparent over a wide spectral range, hence, it can be used for special 

spectroscopy applications especially in the UV region. 
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iv. Diamond has a high thermal conductivity it can be very good heat conductors. 

 

2.1.3 Amorphous carbon 

 

Amorphous carbon consists of carbon with varying mixture of tetrahedral (sp3), trigonal (sp2) 

and sometimes linear (sp1) bonds. It has been considered as the third allotrope of carbon, 

although lacking any crystallinity and often containing significant amounts of hydrogen. These 

allotropes of carbon are included i.e. diamond-like carbon (DLC), glassy carbon, fullerenes, 

nanotubes, and the carbynes. Amorphous carbons are usually prepared by pyrolysis of organic 

polymer or hydrocarbon precursors at temperatures below 1500 C. The nature of the starting 

material and the preparation history strongly influences the structural development and final 

properties upon further heat treatment [Fal07] [Rob96]. 

 

2.1.3.1 Diamond-like carbon  

 

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) is amorphous carbon containing a significant fraction of sp3 

bonding, sometimes called highly tetrahedral amorphous carbons (ta-C). It commonly 

describes a family of metastable amorphous carbon. DLC is usually formed as thin films under 

specific deposition conditions, such as ion beam deposition (IBD) or chemical vapour 

deposition (CVD).  The unique properties of diamond-like carbon and their modifications 

together make it suitable for a variety of applications. The exploited properties include the high 

hardness, high wear resistance and low friction coefficients, chemical inertness, and high 

electrical resistivity. Due to their chemical inertness and is impermeable to gases, it can be used 

against corrosion and diffusion barriers. Presently, DLC and its modifications are being 

considered as low dielectric materials for the interconnecting structures [Gri99].  
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Fig. 2.5:  Phase diagram of diamond-like carbon materials [Gri99]. 

  

2.1.3.2 Fullerenes 

 

Fullerenes are one of the synthetic allotropes of carbon which have been discovered in recent 

years. Unlike graphite and diamond, the fullerenes do not found in a single material, but always 

as a family of molecular. The molecules are edgeless, have no charge, and have no boundaries, 

no dangling bonds, and no unpaired electrons [Pie93]. The fullerene hybridization is a 

modification of the sp3 hybridization of diamond and sp2 hybridization of graphite. The carbon 

atoms in the fullerene matrix are in such a way that the σ orbitals do not contain all the s-orbital 

character and the π-orbitals also do not contain the p-orbital character. The fullerene 

hybridization has variable characteristics depending on the number of carbon atoms in the 

molecule. This number varies from many fullerene structures that are identified and structurally 

characterized, the smallest structure of the fullerene family is the C20. There are many fullerene 

structures such as C60, C70, C76, C78 and C84 [Pie93] [Dre96]. The first stable, the most common 

fullerene hybridization and the first to be discovered is the C60 as shown in Fig. 2.6. Fullerene 

C60 consists of interconnected pentagons and hexagons and it is most likely to be a 

major constituent of soot (carbon black). 

. 
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Fig. 2.6: Molecular structure of C60 fullerene [Ans06]. 

 

2.1.3.2.1 Properties of fullerenes 

 

The table below gives some of the physical properties of fullerenes. 

 

Table 2.3: Some physical properties of fullerene C60 molecules and its crystalline structure 

[Dre96]. 

 

Property Value 

Lattice structure face centred cubic (fcc) 

Lattice constant  1.417 nm 

Density (1 atom) 1.72 g/cm3 

Molecular number density 1.44×1021/cm3 

C60-C60 bond distance 1.002 nm  

C60-C60 cohesive energy 1.6 eV 

Thermal conductivity (300 K) 0.40 W/(m.K)  

Electrical conductivity (300 K) 1.7 ×10-9  S/m 

Melting point 1180 C  
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Sublimation temperature 434 C  

Bulk modulus (300 K) 6.8 Gpa  

Compressibility 6.9 ×10-11 m2 N-1  

 

 

2.1.3.2.2 Applications of fullerenes 

 

Due to its very interesting physical properties of C60, which can be used in solar cells and 

biological applications [Fal07].  

 

2.1.3.3 Glassy carbon 

 

Glassy carbon (also known as vitreous carbon or glass-like carbon) is another synthetic 

allotrope of carbon. It is manufactured by the carbonization of organic polymers (plastics). The 

organic polymers are usually heated very slowly (usually under pressure) at a temperature 

ranging from 1000 C to 3000 C. Glassy carbon is described as cross-linked by carbon-carbon 

covalent bonds polymeric chains with random orientation. Additionally, glassy carbon has a 

low density which implies that it has high porosity, however, the permeability of the material 

is extremely low.  This means that the pores are extremely small and impermeable to all gases. 

The pore diameters of 0.1 to 0.3 nm and 0.35 nm after heat-treatment up to 3000°C [Pie93].  

 

To ensure that the polymeric precursor used in the fabrication of the glassy carbon product 

possesses the following characteristics: 

 

 The structure of the molecule must be three-dimensionally cross-linked. 

 

 Carbonization must occur in the carbon state, without mesophase formation, and 

result in the formation of a char. 

 

 The number of benzene rings from the degree of aromatic must be high to provide 

high carbon yield. 

 

The physical and mechanical properties of the glassy carbon manufactured are determined by 

the carbonization temperature. There are two common types of glassy carbon materials 
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produced at different temperatures, are the Sigradur® G and Sigradur® K glassy carbon . The 

Sigradur glassy carbons are produced from phenolic resins by pyrolysis in an inert atmosphere 

at temperatures up to 1000 C (Sigradur® K) and 3000C (Sigradur® G). 

 

Glassy carbon materials are manufactured by HTW Hochtemperature-Werkstoffe GmbH 

manufacturer [www3]. However, their physical and mechanical properties vary significantly 

due to the different carbonization temperature of each. Table 2.4 shows some of the properties 

of Sigradur® K and G types of glassy carbon as stated according to the manufacturer [www3] 

[Pie93].  

 

Property Sigradur® K Sigradur® G 

Maximum service temperature (vacuum and inert gas) 1000 C   3000 C 

Density 1.54 g/cm3 1.42 g/cm3 

Open porosity 0 % 0 % 

Permeability coefficient 10-11 cm2/s 10-9 cm2/s 

Vickers hardness 340 HV 230 HV 

Flexural strength 210 MPa 260 MPa 

Young’s modulus 35 GPa 35 GPa 

Compressive strength 580 MPa 480 MPa 

Specific electrical resistance (30 C) 50  Ωµm 45 Ωµm 

Thermal conductivity (30 C) 4.6  W/(km) 6.3 W/(km) 

Median linear coefficient of expansion (20-200 C) 3.5×10-6/K 2.6×10-6/K 

 

 

From their physical properties, obviously, the Sigradur® K glassy carbon has a higher hardness 

and density compared to Sigradur® G glassy carbon. But the Sigradur® G type is the preferred 

choice for this study because of its higher thermal conductivity, high corrosion resistance and 

extremely high-temperature resistance (about 3000 C) compared to Sigradur® K. 

2.1.3.3.1 Structure of glassy carbon 

 

The structure of glassy carbon has been of major interest to researchers, and several structural 

models proposed since it was first fabricated in the 1960s. The first model by Noda and Inagaki 

[Nod64] suggested that glassy carbon consists of a three-dimensional structure consisting of a 
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network of trigonal carbon atoms. The model also includes both tetrahedral parts (T-parts) and 

graphitic parts (G-parts) as shown in Fig. 2.7(a). From the observation the X-ray diffraction 

pattern of glassy carbon, Noda and Inagaki [Nod64] [Nod68] deduced that T part of the glassy 

carbon structure corresponds to a normal covalent bond (with the neighbouring distance of 1.55 

Å) which is typically found in tetrahedral carbons such as diamond. The first neighbour 

distance of the G part was found to be 1.42 Å which is typical to graphite.  

  

Kakinoki [Kak65] proposed a model which modified the model by Noda and Inagaki 

by considering the earlier study conducted by Yamada [Yam64] where they estimated the 

oxygen content in glassy carbon to be about 5-6 wt%. Kakinoki then decided to put some 

oxygen atoms between the graphite and tetrahedral carbon atoms (see-Fig. 2.7(b)). He 

suggested that the presence of oxygen in the matrix explains the non-graphitisation of glassy 

carbon at temperatures lower than 1100-1200 C. He concluded that the presence of oxygen in 

glassy carbon can be removed by the heat treatments at temperatures as high as 2500-3000 C. 

According to Jenkins and Kawamura [Jen71], the glassy carbon structure contains ribbon-like 

graphitic domains of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms stacked in layers (microfibrils), irregularly 

twisted and entangled (Fig. 2.8).  
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Fig. 2.7: The structural model for glassy carbon (a) proposed by Noda and Inagaki [Nod64] (b) 

proposed by Yamada [Yam64], oxygen egdirb content in glassy carbon. T is a tetrahedral part 

in which the first neighbour distance is 1.55 Å and G a graphitic part in which the first 

neighbour distance is 1.42 Å. 
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Fig. 2.8: Structural model for the network of ribbon stacks in glassy carbon proposed Jenkins 

and Kawamura [Pie93]. 

 

The most recent studies have suggested that glassy carbons have a fullerene-related structure 

[Har97] [Har05]. The presence of curvature has been attributed to the topological defects in the 

form of non-hexagonal carbon rings such as pentagons and heptagons that were directly 

observed by the high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) [Har13]. This has 

been attributed to its higher number of closely packed particles and tightly curled single carbon 

layers [Har04]. The structural model of glassy carbon proposed by Harris is shown in Fig. 2.9 

below.  
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Fig. 2.9: The model of the structure of glassy carbon as proposed by Harris [Har05], (a) low-

temperature and (b) high-temperature glassy carbon. 

 

Fig 2.10 also shows the HRTEM micrograph of the virgin Sigradur® G glassy carbon (used in 

this study) cross-section was carried out using a Jem-3010 by JEOL [Odu18]. The image shows 

that glassy carbon is a typical non-graphitizing carbon accompanied by a closed carbon 

nanostructure. This can compare to an imperfect multi-layered fullerene which often surrounds 

closed pores. 
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Fig. 2.10: HRTEM micrographs of virgin GC (a) closely packed particles (b) tightly curled 

single carbon layers (c) onion-like carbon structures. The images were obtained at different 

magnifications. 

   

2.1.3.3.2 Properties of glassy carbon 

 

The properties of glassy carbon differ from those of graphite due to the structural differences. 

Some of the properties of glassy carbon include [Pie93] [Har04]. 

 

i. High temperature resistance: glassy carbon is a non-graphitising carbon and cannot be 

transformed into crystalline graphite even at temperatures above 3000 C. 

 

ii. High resistance to attack by acids: glassy carbon unaffected by such treatment, when 

it comes in contact with concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids at room temperature 

even when it has been exposed for several months. 

 

iii. Extreme corrosion resistance: the closed structure of glassy carbon does not permit it 

to form intercalation compounds. This feature makes it difficult for it to be corroded 

by acids and alkali agents. 
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iv. High hardness and strength: unlike most graphitic and ceramic materials, glassy 

carbon increases with strength with a rise in temperature up to 2430 C. 

 

2.1.3.3.3 Applications of glassy carbon 

 

Based on its properties, glassy carbon can be used for several applications such as: 

 

 Due to high temperature resistance and high thermal stability, glassy carbon has been 

considered as an alternative material for nuclear waste storage container.  That 

ensures the long-term stability of materials and the isolation of radioactivity. 

 

 Glassy carbon also highly resistant to attack by acids for several months, this property 

makes glassy carbon a useful material for crucibles. It is also can be used as an 

electrode material in electrochemistry, and its biocompatibility makes it a potential 

component of prosthetic devices. 

 

 The chemical inertness and good electrical the conductivity of glassy carbon makes it 

a potentially excellent material for acid-battery electrodes. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ION IMPLANTATION 

 

When energetic ions penetrate through material, they slow down by transferring their energy to 

the target atoms via elastic and inelastic collisions events and eventually stop at some depth 

within the target. The process whereby the projectile ions are incorporated into the target 

material is usually known as ion implantation. In addition to the fundamental nature of this 

process, is important to a wide variety of technologies. It can also be used to change the 

physical, chemical, or electrical properties of the solids, doping in semiconductor device 

fabrication and in metal finishing, as well as various applications in materials science research.  

 

3.1 General concepts 

 

In ion implantation, the ions accelerated by an electric field strike the target material and 

interact with the target atoms. When the ions pass through the target material they experience 

elastic collisions (nuclear) and inelastic collisions (electronic). These interactions may result 

in target atoms being temporarily or permanently displaced from their original lattice sites 

which causes the formation and accumulation of defects in the target  [Gna99]. Formation and 

accumulation of defects within the lattice structure can lead to loss of long-range order of the 

atoms may eventually transform the crystalline structure into an amorphous state [Cal07]. 

Several models have been proposed based on the formation and accumulation of defects 

within the lattice structure, which lead to loss of long-range order of the atoms. Christel et al. 

[Chr81] proposed a more general model. According to this model, the critical dose decreases 

with increasing ion mass and is constant at sufficiently low temperatures.  In addition, the 

crystal region exposed to irradiation spontaneously transforms into an amorphous state after 

reaching a sufficiently high (critical) concentration of radiation-induced defects. Although a 

large number of studies has investigated amorphisation, the mechanism of the transition to the 

amorphous state is still not clearly understood [Tet04]. 

 

Another model for the formation of amorphous by ion implantation at all implant temperatures 

was proposed by Morehead and Crowder [Mor70]. This creates a highly disordered, cylindrical 

region of many broken bonds and displaced atoms surrounding the ion track. It is then assumed 
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that if all of the target atoms in this region are displaced, the region becomes amorphous 

[Den73]. A continuous amorphous layer can be created when the cylindrical regions produced 

by various ions overlapped. This occurs when the critical dose, c, measured in ions cm-2 has 

been implanted. This led Morehead and Crowder to the conclusion that at low temperatures. 

 

𝜙𝐶 =
𝐸𝑁

(𝑑𝐸 𝑑𝑥⁄ )
 (3.1) 

 

where E is the effective energy needed to displace a target atom (estimated to be 25 eV), N is 

the number of target atoms and (dE/dx) is the average energy loss per unit path length 

[Den73].  

A modification of this basic model has been proposed by Gibbons [Gib72] in which it 

is assumed that amorphous material may be produced by the overlap of damaged, non-

amorphous regions associated with individual damage clusters. This model is found to explain 

the dose dependence of damage and the approach to amorphicity in light ion cases where the 

model of Morehead and Crowder is inapplicable [Chr81]. 

 

3.2 Stopping power of ions in solids  

 

When a solid target is bombarded by an energetic ion beam, the ion undergoes a series of 

collisions with the host atoms until it finally stops at some depth in the target. Stopping power 

by the target material is the factor which a measure of the ability of a material to slow down 

energetic ions that travel within the material. It also determines the final distribution of ions, 

defects and the damage produced by such ions. Since the ion loses its energy during penetration 

in the substrate, the energy loss (stopping) in a material is defined as (dE/dx) and can be written 

as:  

 

𝑆 = −
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
   (3.2) 

 

where E is the kinetic energy of the ion and x distance along the ion trajectory in the target, 

which measured from the surface of the target. 
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An energetic ion penetrating a material loses its energy via two processes which are considered 

to be independent of each other.  Therefore, stopping power can be separated into nuclear 

stopping and electronic stopping [Fin05]. The total stopping power, S, of a target is defined as 

the energy loss (dE) per unit length (dx) of the incident ion. Hence, the total stopping power is 

given by the sum of the nuclear and electronic stopping which can be expressed as: 

 

𝑆 = (
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑛𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑟

+  (
𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐

      (3.3) 

 

 

The stopping cross section can be calculated by dividing S by the target density N, to yield: 

 

 

 

𝜀 = −
1

𝑁

𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
    (3.4) 

 

where ɛ is the stopping cross section. 

 

Fig. 3.1 shows the effect of ion energy on the electronic and nuclear stopping powers by the 

target material. Both stopping powers increase with increasing energy of the bombarded ions 

until they reach a maximum value, and thereafter decrease. At low energies heavy ions (below 

the critical energy) the nuclear stopping is dominating. The elastic collision with the target 

atoms leads to the transfer of kinetic energy to the knock-on target atoms which might be 

displaced from their original positions. This might initiate structural defects such as vacancies 

and interstitials in the target material. At high energies (above the critical energy),  there is a 

shift in the energy loss mechanism and electronic stopping begins to dominate. In this study, 

both 200 keV and 320 keV Xe+ were implanted in glassy carbon at room temperature. The 

implantation energies used are much less than the critical energy (Ecritical = 1212 keV), thus, 

nuclear stopping power is expected to dominate during the implantation process [Zar15]. 
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Fig. 3.1: Nuclear and electronic stopping powers of glassy carbon for Xe ions obtained from 

SRIM [Sri12]. The density of glassy carbon was taken as 1.42 g/cm3. 

 

3.2.1 Nuclear Stopping 

 

Nuclear stopping occurs due to the energy transfer from the ion to the target nuclei. The 

interaction may be strong enough to displace the target atom from its lattice site. The energy 

lost by the incoming ion is transferred to the target atom, which can subsequently recoil away 

from its lattice site, thus causing lattice disorder and damaging the crystal structure.  

 

Nuclear stopping can be explained theoretically based on a series of binary collisions between 

two charged particles and it can be well described by classical kinematics (see Fig. 3.2). The 

interaction between the incident ion and the target atom may be considered as isolated from the 

rest of the target atoms. This assumption enables us to treat the ion scattering and energy 

transfer as a simple two-body collision event. With this assumption, the maximum energy 

transfer (loss) by the incident ion will be equal to the total energy obtained in a head-on collision 

by the target atom. The energy loss (T) by the incident ion to the target atom is expressed as 

[Tow94].        
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𝑇 =
4𝑀1𝑀2

(𝑀1 +𝑀2)2
 𝐸0 𝑠𝑖𝑛

2 (
𝜃

2
) (3.5) 

 

where M1 and M2 are the atomic mass numbers of the ion and target atom respectively,  is 

the scattering angle and Eo is the energy of the incident ion. Tmax, is the maximum transferred 

energy which is given by Tmax = 4M1M2E/(M1 + M2)
2, when (θ = ), Tmax, is in a head-on 

collision so, 

 

𝑇 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑠𝑖𝑛
2 (
𝜃

2
) (3.6) 

 

The energy transfer from the ion to the target atoms can be considered as a binary elastic 

collision [Was07]. In order to describe the average energy transfer theoretically, we need to 

determine the probability of such a collision by the scattering cross-section reaction .  

 

𝑆𝑛(𝐸) = 𝑁 ∫ 𝑇𝑑𝜎

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

0

, 𝑑𝜎(𝑇)  =  2𝜋𝑏𝑑𝑏 (3.7) 

 

where b is the impact parameter, which is defined as the distance between the asymptotic 

trajectories of the colliding projectiles as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

 

The projectile will transfer energy T which is a function of the collision event over all possible 

impact parameter b. The nuclear stopping is calculated by integrating with respect to the impact 

parameter:  

 

𝑆𝑛(𝐸) = 2𝜋 ∫ 𝑇

𝑏𝑚𝑎𝑥

0

(𝐸, 𝜃)𝑏𝑑𝑏   (3.8) 

 

The biggest hurdle to determine the nuclear stopping power is how to calculate the repulsive 

interaction potential V(r). Since the collision event is being treated as a binary collision with 

no external effects, it is safe to describe the particles as point masses which is acceptable 

considering the nucleus size. A simple approach is to treat the potential for interaction as simply 

the potential between the two nuclei, with the electrons serving only to screen the positive 
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nuclear charges from each other and thereby reducing the effective positive charges [Wer06]. 

At high energies ion implantation and small interatomic separations of the target atoms, r, 0 < 

r << a where the Bohr’s radius, (a = 0.53 Å), V(r) reduces to a repulsive coulomb interaction 

between the two nuclei. At intermediate energies separations, where the most relevant region 

for ion bombardment, there is a screening of the charges which makes this region very 

complicated to describe accurately [Bac12]. 

 

In ion implantation, when the distance between the two nuclei (the incident ion and the target 

atom) is typically in the order of a, the coulombic interatomic potential becomes invalid. This 

because of the limited range of interaction of the nuclei and hence no other nuclei will be 

involved. The effects of charge screening have been investigated and modelled by several 

researchers and they all agree that the Coulomb potential should be multiplied by a screening 

function (r), such that the coulomb potential V(r) then becomes: 

 

𝑉(𝑟) =
𝑍1𝑍2𝑒

2

4𝜋𝜀0𝑟
Φ(
𝑟

𝑎
) (3.9) 

 

where a represents a screening length, which depends on the atomic numbers Z, and r/a is 

called the reduced radius. The reduced radius r/a makes the function (r/a) in many classical 

interatomic potentials independent of Z1 and Z2, Z1 and Z2 are the atomic numbers of the ion 

and target respectively, e is the electron charge. 

 

Successful attempts were made to fit the individual interatomic potentials. One of the most 

used screening functions for modeling atomic collisions is the one proposed by Ziegler, 

Littmark, and Biersack by using the Hartree-Fock equation and local density approximation 

[Zie85]. This approach allowed them to derive an expression for the so-called universal 

screening potential, Φ given below:  

 

𝜙(𝑥) = 0.1818 𝑒−3.2𝑥 + 0.5099 𝑒−0.9423𝑥 + 0.2802 𝑒−0.4029

+ 0.02817 𝑒−0.2016𝑥                                                     
(3.10) 

 

where (x) the reduced radius defined as (r/a), based on the universal screening length, which 

is given as: 
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𝑎 =
0.8854 𝑎0

𝑍1
0.23 + 𝑍2

0.23 (3.11) 

 

where a is the Bohr’s radius given as 0.529 Å.  This potential has been the basis for binary 

collision codes like (SRIM), which are frequently used to compute implantation profiles. 

  

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3.2: Scattering of an energetic ion by a stationary atom in the laboratory. 

 

 

3.2.2 Electronic Stopping 

 

Electronic stopping is the interaction process between an energetic ion and the target electrons. 

The mechanism of transferring kinetic energy from the incident ions to the target electrons is 

complicated due to several processes. These processes include: direct kinetic energy transfer 

to target electrons, mainly due to electron-electron interactions, excitation or ionization of 

target atoms and excitation, ionization or electron capture of the incident ion [Tow94]. The 

electronic stopping has been described using different models for different ion energy regimes 

categorized as low, intermediate and high energies labeled I, II, and III in Fig.3.3. The basis of 

these models arises from comparing the ion velocity with the Bohr’s velocity which is given 

as vo = ke2/h where e and ħ are the electron charge and Planck’s constant respectively. 
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The first region of the model (labeled I) is applicable to the low energy region, where the 

velocity of the ions, v is much slower than the target electrons such that v < vo Z
2/3, where Z is 

the atomic number of the incident ion.  

At 200 keV and 320 keV, a xenon ion has a velocity of 1.7×10
4
m/s and 6.8×10

5
m/s 

respectively. At these ion velocities, is significantly lower than the Bohr velocity of the 

electrons (vo = 2.2×10
6
m/s) [Nas14]. Consequently, the incident ions cannot transfer sufficient 

energy to the electrons that have energy much lower than the Fermi level. Due to this, only 

electrons in the energy level close to the Fermi level contribute to the energy loss process. The 

electronic stopping for the low energy regime has been calculated by assuming a free electron 

gas with a density, ρ [Lin52]. The electronic stopping cross-section of an incident ion can be 

expressed as [Zie88]: 

 

𝜀𝑒 = ∫𝐼(𝜈, 𝜌) (𝑍1(𝜈))
2𝜌𝑑𝑉 (3.12) 

 

where e is the electronic stopping cross section, I is the stopping interaction of an ion of 

unit charge with velocity, v, and ρ the free electron gas density, Z1 is the charge of the ion, 

and dV is a volume element of the target. 

 

The second region of the model describes the intermediate energy (labeled II), a region where 

the incident ions velocity, v  vo Z
2/3, and Z is the atomic number of the incident ion. In this 

region, the incident ion is partly ionized and the electronic stopping is maximized. 

 

The third region (labeled III), the incident ions velocity, v  vo Z
2/3, where Z is the atomic 

number of the incident ion.The incident ion with high velocity is fully stripped of all its 

electrons.  This region is known as the Bethe-Bloch region, and the electronic stopping in this 

region is expressed as: 

 

𝜀𝑒 =
4𝜋𝑍1

2𝑍2𝑒
2

𝑚𝑒𝜈1
2 [ln (

2𝑚𝑒𝜈1
2

𝐼
) + ln (

1

1 − 𝛽2
) −

𝐶

𝑍2
] (3.13) 

 

where me is the electron’s mass, v1 the velocity of the ion,  = v/c where c is the speed of light, 

Z2 is the target atomic number, I is the average ionization potential and C/Z2 is the shell 
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correction. I is theoretically defined as ln𝐼 = ∑ 𝑓𝑛ln𝐸𝑛𝑛 , where En and fn are the possible energy 

transitions and corresponding oscillator strengths for target atoms [Zie80] [Rim95]. The 

average ionization energy of the electrons of the target, is given by I = Io Z2 with Io =10 eV.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3: Nuclear and electronic components of the ion stopping power as a function of ion 

velocity [Tri15]. 

 

In this study, xenon ions were implanted in glassy carbon at an energy of 200 keV and 320 keV 

which fall in the low energy regime. Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) analysis 

was carried out using helium particles with an energy of 1600 keV which is within the 

intermediate energy regime. 

 

3.3 Energy Straggling 

 

When energetic ions penetrate a target material, they lose energy due to many interactions with 

the atoms. This process often leads to statistical fluctuations, which implies identical ions with 

the same initial energy do not have the same energy after penetrating a certain thickness (x) of 

a homogeneous material [Chu78]. This phenomenon is known as energy straggling. 
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Several theories have been used to describe the straggling phenomenon, however, most of these 

theories are not accurate. The simplest theory is that derived by Bohr, where the energy 

straggling, ΩB
2 , is given as [May77]. 

 

Ω𝐵
2 = 4𝜋𝑍1

2𝑍2𝑒
4𝑁∆𝑅 (3.14) 

 

where Ω2
B
 is Bohr’s energy straggling, Z1 and Z2 are the projectile and target atomic numbers, 

respectively, N is the atomic density and ∆R is the thickness of the target. The full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) of the ion energy distribution, typically described by a Gaussian 

distribution in most cases, can be expressed as: 

 

FWHM = 2√2ln2 Ω𝐵  = 2.355Ω𝐵 (3.15) 

 

The Bohr’s theory predicts that the electronic energy straggling does not depend on the 

energy of the projectile and the value of the energy variation increases with the square 

root of the number of electrons per unit area NZ2Δx in the target [Nas14]. Furthermore, 

Bohr’s theory was derived based on the assumption that [Bon71]: 

(i) The target atoms are randomly distributed.  

(ii) The velocity of the projectile is high as compared to the orbital velocities of the target     

electrons.  

(iii) The energy of the projectile is changed only slightly during penetration. 

 

Lindhard and Scharff [Lin62] [Lin68] [Lin96], Bonderup and Hvelplund [Bon71] have 

modified Bohr's theory of straggling. They have extended this theory to include corrections 

for energies where the assumptions may not be valid particularly at low and medium 

energies. 

 

3.4 Range of ion implanted 

 

The average distance travelled by an ion before finally coming to rest in a target material is 

known as the range of the ion. The mean total range of the ions can be calculated by integrating 

the energy loss. 
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𝑅 =
1

𝑁
∫
𝑑𝐸

𝑆

𝐸0

0

   ⟹    
1

𝑁
∫

𝑑𝐸

(𝑑𝐸 𝑑𝑥⁄ )𝑛 + (𝑑𝐸 𝑑𝑥⁄ )𝑒

𝐸0

0

                      (3.16) 

 

where N is the atomic density of the target, dE/dx is the rate of energy loss of the ion 

as it travels through a target. 

 

The average depth of implanted ions with respect to the surface is known as the mean projected 

range (RP). Due to scattering of the ions in their interactions with the target atoms, projected 

range (RP) is smaller than the mean total range, R as shown in figure 3.4. The relation between 

R and RP is expressed approximately as 

 

RP ≈
R

1 +
m2
3m1

 (3.17) 

 

where m1 and m2 are the masses of incident ion and target atoms respectively. 

 

Furthermore, as a result of multiple collisions, the ions will deviate from their original direction 

and there will be a lateral spreading of the ion beam in the target. This spread in ion range 

caused by the fluctuations in energy loss mechanism is known as range straggling (∆RP) 

[Goo12] [Tow94]. Some of the ions stop at a depth less than RP and some others at a depth 

greater than RP. Therefore, range straggling (standard deviation of the range) is usually used to 

find the distribution around RP. Due to the range straggling effect, the implanted profile as a 

function of depth is approximately Gaussian in form. The concentration of implanted ions at 

low energy, a fluence (φ) and the depth (x) in a target with atomic density N are related to RP 

and ∆RP and is given as [Bau11] [Nas06]: 

 

𝐶(𝑥) = (
𝜑

√2𝜋 ∆𝑅𝑃
)exp(

−(𝑥 − 𝑅𝑃)
2

2𝜋∆𝑅𝑃
2 ) (3.18) 

 

The term 𝜑 √2𝑅𝑃 ⁄  represents the peak concentration of implanted ions, 𝜑 √2𝑅𝑃 ⁄ ≈

0.4𝜑 √𝑅𝑃 ⁄ . 
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Fig. 3.4: The projected range RP and the total range R for incident ion in target material. 

 

Experimental profiles often show deviations from a symmetrical Gaussian distribution. 

Therefore, the two parameters RP and ∆RP are not enough to describe the depth distribution 

and more moments are needed [Rim95]. The next two moments in a general implantation 

profile are skewness and kurtosis. Skewness (γ) is a measure of how much the implantation 

profiles is tilted away from the projected range, Rp. The skewness of a profile can either be 

positive or negative according to the direction of tendency. Kurtosis (β) is described as the 

contribution ion distribution profile tail over the flatness of the implanted profile shape. For a 

perfect Gaussian profile, γ = 0 and β = 3.  

 

𝛾 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑅𝑃)

3𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑁𝜎3
 (3.19) 

 

𝛽 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑅𝑃)

4𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑁𝜎4
 (3.20) 

 

where σ is the standard deviation (i.e. range straggle, ΔRP) and N is the total number of 

implanted ions. 

 

Fig. 3.5 shows the as-implanted profile of xenon that was fitted to an Edgeworth distribution 

using the Genplot program [www1]. The Edgeworth distribution is expressed as: 

 

𝑁(𝑥) = 𝐴𝑓(𝑥)exp(−
(𝑥 − 𝑅𝑃)

2

2∆𝑅𝑃
2 ) (3.21) 

Incident ion 

Target surface 

Distance 

Ion Stops 

R 

R
P
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𝑓(𝑥) = 1 +
𝛾

6
[(
𝑥 − 𝑅𝑃
∆𝑅𝑃

)
3

− 3(
𝑥 − 𝑅𝑃
∆𝑅𝑃

)] +
𝛽 − 3

24
 [(
𝑥 − 𝑅𝑃
∆𝑅𝑃

)
4

− 6(
𝑥 − 𝑅𝑃
∆𝑅𝑃

)
2

+ 3]      

                                                                                
                                                                                                                (3.22) 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.5: 200 keV xenon ions implanted in glassy carbon as a function of implantation depth. 

The first four moments of the implanted ion distributions are the projected range (Rp), the 

straggling (Rp), the skewness (γ) and the kurtosis (β). Their values were obtained by fitting 

the as-implanted Xe depth profile to an Edgeworth distribution. 

 

As can be seen from the figure, within the resolution on the line thicknesses, these three curves 

agree with each other. This means that our as-implanted Xe has a Gaussian form. As will be 

discussed in the next chapter, this will be a crucial point to allow the determination 

of the diffusion coefficient from our Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS) depth 

profiles. 
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3.5 Simulation of xenon ion implanted in glassy carbon 

 

In order to gain an idea of the ion implantation details before performing the experiment, it is 

important to start with a simulation. In this study, the Stopping and Ranges of Ions in Matter 

(SRIM) program was used to calculate various parameters and moments such as projected 

range Rp, projected range straggling ∆Rp, the skewness (γ) and the kurtosis (β) related to ion 

implantation [Sri12]. The SRIM program contains different programs within it and one of 

these is the transport of ions in matter TRIM program. The TRIM program was used to 

simulate and predict the effect of xenon ion implantation on glassy carbon. The values 

obtained were compared with the experimental depth profiles obtained from Rutherford 

Backscattering spectrometry (RBS) results. 

 

The SRIM program uses a Monte-Carlo computer simulation method and a binary collision 

algorithm to estimate the trajectory of implanted species due to the statistical nature of the paths 

of the implanted samples (see figure 3.6). The TRIM (sub-routine of SRIM) program is a highly 

efficient computer program with an excellent degree of accuracy of about 5 – 10 % error. This 

efficiency of TRIM is achieved by the fact that it does not take into account other parameters 

which can case deviations when compared to the real data after implantation such as crystal 

structure and the dynamic composition. The changes in the material that occurs when the 

incident ion penetrates the target material. Some of the assumptions made by TRIM include: 

 

 The SRIM program does not take the crystallinity of the target into consideration i.e. it 

assumes that the target is amorphous, hence crystal orientation effects are ignored. 

 The thermal effects in the solid i.e. redistribution of the implanted ions by thermal or 

vacancy are neglected. 

 The recombination of interstitials with vacancies is neglected. 

 The predictions of the projected range are based on binary collisions alone (the 

influence of neighboring atoms is neglected). 

 The electronic and nuclear stopping powers are an averaging fit to a large number of 

experimental data points. 
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Fig. 3.6: TRIM [Sri12] simulation showing the: (a) trajectories of 200 keV xenon ions 

implanted in glassy carbon (b) the implanted Xe ion distribution and (c) the vacancy 

distribution. 

 

3.6 Amorphisation 

 

During ion implantation at low temperatures such as room temperature (RT) and low energies, 

each ion produces a region of disorder around the ion track. During implantation, the energy 

deposition associated with ion bombardment creates damage in the crystal lattice. Depending 

on the mass and the fluence of the implanted ion (e.g. Xe) the initial displacements lead to more 

extended disorder or full amorphisation. At the low energies (< 400 keV), it can readily induce 

amorphisation of the target substrate. As the implantation fluence increases, the disorder 

increases which leads to more atoms being displaced producing an amorphous layer.  

Amorphisation is easily achieved in the case of glassy carbon with its predominantly covalent 

bonds (e.g. carbon). Glassy carbon is a graphitic material with the structure of a long-range 

disorder coexistence with the ordering of the six-hold aromatic rings arranged within nanosized 

graphite [Lav08].  Ion implantation amorphised glassy carbon has been studied by several 

authors [Iwa00] [Toi01] [Odu18] and the general agreement is that the density of glassy carbon 

increases from (1.4 – 1.5) g/cm3 to about 2.25 g/cm3 (amorphous carbon) after high fluence 
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ion bombardment. The change in the density of glassy carbon due to ion bombardment results 

in the improvement of the wear resistance, hence, the wear resistance of glassy carbon could 

be improved by the ion implantation process. These properties also can make it as an alternative 

material for nuclear waste storage. It has been proposed as a containment material for high-

level nuclear waste produced from nuclear power plants [Mal18]. Reports also concluded that 

glassy carbon will be a successful container which can retain nuclear wastes even in harsh 

condition. 

 

3.7 Annealing of the radiation damage 

 

The implanted ions may come to rest on a vacant lattice position  (fill a vacancy) or occupy a 

non-lattice position (become an interstitial). These types of defects are known as point defects. 

Other point defects that may exist after ion implantation and annealing are substitutional atoms 

(foreign atoms which sit on a host lattice site) and interstitial atoms (either self-interstitials or 

foreign interstitials).To repair the defects created during ion implantation, annealing is used.  

Annealing is the process of heating the crystal to reduced/ remove the amount of damage by 

adding energy into the system so that the defects become mobile [Hic07]. Upon annealing at 

moderate temperatures, point defects can interact to form extended defects. Extended annealing 

time or annealing at higher temperatures will result in the defects evolving so much that the 

atoms find lower-energy sites to occupy in the lattice and, thereby restoring the crystal structure 

[Gib72]. Figure 3.7 shows the effect of crystal structure before and after annealing. In this 

study, we investigated the influence of low and high-temperature annealing on the structure of 

glassy carbon after bombarded with Xe ions. The annealing behaviour of amorphous glassy 

carbon produced by room temperature ion implantation depends on the structure of the glassy 

carbon (discussed in detail in chapter 2).  
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Fig. 3.7: (a) Crystal damage and (b) annealed the damage. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DIFFUSION IN SOLIDS 

 

Diffusion is the transport of matter from a region of high concentration to a low concentration 

region, as a result of random motion of the atoms or molecules. The factors that influence 

diffusion are temperature (thermal energy), diffusing species, concentration gradient, and 

microstructure of the material. The diffusion process is also responsible for the chemical 

reactions and microstructural changes in solids. 

 

4.1 Mechanisms of diffusion in solids 

 

There are two major mechanisms of diffusion in solids namely: volume diffusion, dislocation 

and grain boundary diffusion. These mechanisms of diffusion depend significantly on the 

crystal structure and temperature. When the temperature increase, the average kinetic energy 

will increase which lead to the atoms oscillating faster until they break loose from the molecular 

bond. These oscillations will become large enough to allow an atom to change sites, by moving 

from its lattice site to another position in the crystal, which give rise to diffusion in solids. 

 

4.1.1 Volume Diffusion 

 

Volume diffusion (or lattice diffusion) is a mechanism of diffusion that occurs within a crystal lattice 

due to the movement of point defects. The way in which volume diffusion takes place depends largely 

on the type of point defect given below: 

  

 Vacancy (substitutional)  

 Interstitial (direct interstitial)  

 Interstitialcy (self-interstitial) diffusion  

 

4.1.1.1 Vacancy mechanism 

 

All crystals have vacancies, some of the lattice sites are unoccupied by atoms, and that play an 

important role in all processes related to impurity diffusion. If one of the atoms on an adjacent 
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site jumps into the vacancy, the atom is said to have been diffused by the vacancy mechanism. 

In order for the atom to be able to jump from one lattice site to another, the atoms will need to 

have enough energy to overcome the bond and move to a vacant. This because the atoms that 

close to the vacant site are bonded to fewer atoms as a result of the displacement of one of the 

lattice atom. Therefore, during this process, the direction of flow of atoms is opposite the 

vacancy flow direction, as depicted in Figure 4.1. 

 

        

                                             (a)                                                          (b) 

 

Fig. 4.1: A schematic illustration of the vacancy diffusion mechanism: (a) and (b) are the 

positions of the atom before and after diffusion respectively. The atom A moves from (1) to 

(2) while the vacancy moves from (2) to (1).   

 

4.1.1.2 Interstitial mechanism 

 

Impurity atoms in a solid (e.g. hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen) which are considerably 

smaller than the host atoms (lattice atoms) are usually incorporated in interstitial sites of the 

solid. Therefore, an atom is said to diffusing by an interstitial mechanism (known as a direct 

interstitial) when it jumps from one interstitial site to its nearest neighbour interstitial site 

without permanently displacing any of the matrix atoms [She89] [Hei05]. Furthermore, 

interstitial diffusion is generally faster than vacancy diffusion, because there are many more 

interstitial sites than vacancy sites to jump to.  This requires small impurity atoms (e.g. C, H, 

O) to fit into interstices in the host, as depicted in Figure 4.2. 
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Fig. 4.2: Interstitial mechanism of diffusion 

 

4.1.1.2 Interstitialcy mechanism 

 

In this case, self-interstitials extra atoms located between lattice sites push neighbour atoms 

into an interstitial position (Fig 4.3). This allows the atoms to occupy the lattice site already 

occupied by the displaced neighbour atom. Self-interstitials are usually the same size as the 

atoms located in the lattice sites which gives less distortion [Meh07]. 

 

 

 

                                             (a)                                                    (b) 

 

Fig. 4.3: Interstitialcy mechanism of diffusion: (a) and (b) are the positions of self-interstitial 

before and after diffusion respectively.  

 

4.1.2 Dislocations and grain boundaries mechanism 

 

The mechanisms of diffusion in crystalline materials are closely associated with defects. Point 

defects such as vacancies or interstitials are the simplest defects and often mediate diffusion. 

The other types of defects in crystalline solid material are dislocation and grain 
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boundary diffusion. These can act as diffusion short circuits because the mobility of atoms 

along such defects is usually much higher than in the lattice [Hei05] [Pau14]. This type of 

diffusion can have a strong impact on the process of interdiffusion, especially since the 

diffusion rates of atoms are enhanced along with these defects. 

 

Most crystalline solids i.e. metals and alloys are found in polycrystalline form, which is made 

of multiple grains separated from each other by boundaries along which atomic configurations 

are highly distorted [Was07]. At low temperatures, the vacancy mobility will be low, the grain 

boundary and dislocation diffusion mechanisms dominate the lattice diffusion due to a high 

level of disorder along the boundaries. While at high temperatures, most of the disorders along 

the grain boundaries have been annealed out due to thermal energy. In this case, lattice 

diffusion dominates. Furthermore, grain boundary and dislocation make the diffusion in 

polycrystalline solids quite a complicated phenomenon because it is difficult to differentiate 

them from volume diffusion [Gup05]. This is because atoms diffusing through grain boundaries 

and dislocations may eventually leave and continue to diffuse in the lattice regions adjacent to 

the grain boundary which will eventually give rise to a volume diffusion field around the grain 

boundary.   

 

4.2 Mathematics of Diffusion 

 

4.2.1 Fick’s first law 

 

Fick’s first law (also known as steady state diffusion) only applies if the concentration does not 

change with time (t) along with i.e. dC/dt = 0 and dC/dx = constant [Gup05]. The flux of the 

diffusing particles for one-dimensional diffusion (x-direction) is illustrated in figure 4.4. The 

particles can be atoms, molecules, or ions. Fick’s first law for an isotropic medium can be 

written as [Meh07]:   

J𝑥 = −𝐷 (
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥
) (4.1) 

 

where J is the flux, C is concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient and x is the distance of 

atomic migration. The minus sign is due to the opposite directions of the atomic flux and the 

concentration gradient. The unit of diffusion flux is determined as the number of particles (or 
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moles) travelling perpendicular to a unit area per unit time and concentration is the number of 

particles per unit volume. Therefore, the unit of diffusivity is given as length per unit time 

(typical units are m2/s). Equation (4.1) states that the diffusion flux tends towards zero as the 

sample becomes homogenous. In three dimensions the Fick’s first law is generalized as below 

[Meh07]: 

 

J𝑥 = −𝐷∇𝐶 (4.2) 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4: Illustration of Fick’s first law, the concentration C is a function of the distance x. 

 

 

4.2.2 Fick’s second law 

 

In most real diffusion situations the concentration profile and the concentration gradient change 

with time. These changes can be described as non-steady state diffusion (Fick’s second law), 

which is derived from equation (4.1). Consider a bar with a uniform cross-sectional area, A, 

and a small volume of length dx as shown in the Figure 4.5. If J1 and J2 are the fluxes of the 

impurity entering and exiting the volume element [Cam01], then  
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𝜕𝐽

𝜕𝑥
=
𝐽2 − 𝐽1
𝑑𝑥

 (4.3) 

 

If J1 and J2 are not the same, the concentration of the diffusing element in the volume must 

change. Since the number of impurities in the volume element is the product of the 

concentration and differential volume element (A.dx), then the continuity equation can be 

written as: 

 

𝐴𝑑𝑥
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
= −𝐴(𝐽2 − 𝐽1) = −𝐴𝑑𝑥

𝜕𝐽

𝜕𝑥
 (4.4) 

or 

𝜕𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= −

𝜕𝐽

𝜕𝑥
 (4.5) 

 

From equation (4.1) this can be written: 

 

𝜕𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
=
𝜕

𝜕𝑥
(𝐷
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥
) (4.6) 

 

Equation 4.5 yields the general form of Fick’s second law. If the diffusion coefficient is 

assumed to be independent of position, then question (4.5) is reduced to: 

 

𝜕𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷

𝜕2𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2
    (4.7) 

 

Then, in three dimensions for an isotropic medium, Fick’s second law can be expressed as 

 

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
= 𝐷∇2𝐶 (4.8) 
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Fig. 4.5: A differential volume element in a bar of cross-sectional area A. J1 and J2 are the flux 

of the impurity entering and exiting the volume element respectively. Redrawn from [Cam01].  

 

In a limited temperature range the temperature dependence of diffusion coefficient (D), is given 

by an Arrhenius equation [Sha73].  

 

 

𝐷 = 𝐷0exp (−
𝐸𝑎
𝑘𝐵𝑇

) (4.9) 

 

where Ea is the activation energy, kB is the Boltzmann constant, Dis a temperature 

independent pre-exponential factor and T is the temperature in Kelvin. 

 

4.3 Estimating the diffusion coefficient 

 

Several methods have been used to obtain the general solutions of the diffusion equation for a 

variety of initial and boundary conditions provided the diffusion coefficient is constant [Cra75]. 

To solve the diffusion coefficient D for the Fickian diffusion, Malherbe et al. [Mal17] derived 

a solution to the Fick diffusion in equation (4.7). For an isotropic material implanted with a 

mono energetic impurity atoms (such as in this study) the initial implanted profile is assumed 

to be Gaussian with projected range (Rp) and range straggling (ΔRp) and is given by: 

 

𝐶(𝜉, 0) = 𝐴0 exp [
(𝜉 − 𝑅𝑝)

2

2Δ𝑅𝑝2
] (4.10) 

 

where ξ is the depth below the surface. The solution for the diffusion of the implanted profile 

with annealing time is given by: 
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𝐶(𝑥, 𝑡) = 

𝐴0 . Δ𝑅𝑝

2√2𝐷𝑡 + Δ𝑅𝑝2
 𝑒
(− 

(𝑥−𝑅𝑝)
2

4𝐷𝑡+2Δ𝑅𝑝
2)

[1 + 𝑒𝑟𝑓 (
2𝐷𝑡𝑅𝑝 + 𝑥Δ𝑅𝑝

2

Δ𝑅𝑝√2(2Dt)2 + 4𝐷𝑡Δ𝑅𝑝2
)

− 𝑘𝑒
(− 

𝑥𝑅𝑝

𝐷𝑡+Δ𝑅𝑝
2/2

)

{1 + 𝑒𝑟𝑓 (
2𝐷𝑡𝑅𝑝 − 𝑥Δ𝑅𝑝

2

Δ𝑅𝑝√2(2Dt)2 + 4𝐷𝑡Δ𝑅𝑝2
)}]                (4.11) 

and 

𝑘 = 1 −

[
 
 
 
 2𝐶0
𝐴0
 
√2𝐷𝑡 + Δ𝑅𝑝2

Δ𝑅𝑝
exp(

𝑅𝑝
2

4𝐷𝑡 + 2Δ𝑅𝑝2
)

{1 + 𝑒𝑟𝑓 (
𝑅𝑝√𝐷𝑡

Δ𝑅𝑝√2𝐷𝑡 + Δ𝑅𝑝2
)}

⁄

]
 
 
 
 

        (4.12) 

 

In the following diffusion, profiles are considered for the two limiting cases for the parameter 

k, k = 1 and k = -1.  k = 1 represents the case of a perfect sink at the surface of the substrate 

while, k = -1 represents the case of a perfect reflecting surface. In our calculations, k was a 

fitting variable. A MATLAB program was written in-house in 2016, and updated with the new 

version (April 2018) [Mal17]. In order to fit the experimental data such as RBS data and to 

extract the diffusion coefficients at the different annealing temperatures and time duration, the 

diffusion has to be Fickian. However, the present version is more general and fits also data 

with a non-zero on the surface of the sample. 

 

 

 

 

. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES 

 

5.1 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 

 

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) is a technique where a beam of monoenergetic 

charged particles usually He+ or H+ ions, is incident and penetrates the target material with 

energy in the MeV range (1.4 and 1.6 MeV respectively in this study). Consequently, a small 

fraction of the ions are scattered back from the target at a certain angle i.e. 165 . In a solid, 

where the ions penetrate the solid they are progressively slowed down and eventually stopped. 

However, a certain portion of the ions will undergo close collisions with target atoms resulting 

in large changes in energy transfers and direction. But a fewer of the incident projectiles (<10-

4) are scattered back and leave the target [Grob84]. The charged particles are generated and 

accelerated in a Van de Graaff accelerator. 

 

5.1.1 The Van de Graaff accelerator 

 

An illustration of the RBS set-up at the University of Pretoria is shown in Figure 5.1. The major 

components of this backscattering set-up consist of a helium ion source, a Van de Graaff 

accelerator to accelerate the particle to high energy and a detector to detect the backscattering 

ions. The maximum energy of this machine is 2.7 MeV but for this study 1.4 and 1.6 MeV 

energies were used. 

The charged helium ions produced by the RF source are accelerated to high energies via high 

potential through an accelerating tube based on the principle by van de Graaff [Gra31] 

[Grob84]. This ion beam was produced by applying a dipole magnet deflection as mass and 

charge state separator. The ion beam was deflected into the beamline and directed to the target 

chamber. This was done by combining the horizontal and vertical slits allowing focusing and 

collimation of the beam. The magnet deflects the beam into either the left beamline or the right 

beamline. The left beamline has a vacuum chamber that is designed to operate below room 

temperature while the right beamline works at room temperature. The right beamline was used 

for this study. The analyzing chamber consists of a stage for mounting samples which is 

connected to a three-axis goniometer for controlled rotating of the samples, a solid state 
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detector, a 1 mm diameter collimator connected the beamline, and the vacuum pump (fore 

pump and turbo pump) system. The energy of the backscattered helium ions were recorded by 

a solid-state detector (SSD). The signal from the detector is amplified and digitized by an 

analogue to digital converter (ADC) inside the multi-chamber chamber analyzer (MCA). The 

output signal is stored in a computer which is connected to the MCA. A spectrum of yield 

versus channel number is obtained and saved in a computer. 

The helium ions backscattered from the target which are incident on the detector create 

electron-hole pairs. The electron-hole pairs are separated by an applied electric field with a 

reverse bias voltage of 40 V and create a charge pulse. The energy of the backscattered ions is 

measured by a Si surface barrier detector which is located at a scattering angle of 165. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.1: Design of RBS set-up at the University of Pretoria.  

 

During analyses, the maximum beam current is kept at about 15 nA to avoid heating of the 

sample and also to avoid very significant factors which affect the RBS measurement during the 

process of detecting backscattered helium ions. These factors are dead time, pile-up and 

ballistic deficit. Dead time is a minimum time of two separate events which can be recorded as 

two separate independent events for proper detection of the counting system. Pile-up is a 
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second factor, occurs when the time response of the detector system is not fast enough to 

separate the individual events on the detector due to the high rate of encountered events. 

Therefore, in such a situation two events may eventually be recorded as one event, which will 

falsify the measurements. In pile-up, the summed pulse is produced when two pulses combine 

leading to energy degradation as well as count rate loss. 

 

MCA is a major contributor to the dead time in the counting system. Based on the design, MCA 

can produce pile-up and/or deadtime problems. The main contributor in MCA deadtime is the 

ADC. A schematic diagram of a typical pulse counting system is shown in figure 5.2, which 

also gives an overview of the dead time associated with various units. The ballistic deficit is 

defined as the phenomenon when the slow components of the ions do not contribute to the 

pulse in the pulse shaping stage, hence pulse amplitude is reduced. The shaping time constant 

of the amplified pulse must be significantly larger than the rise time of the pulse, otherwise, 

the amplitude information of the shaped pulse will be lost. The ballistic deficit is not a major 

concern as long as the charge collection time and consequently, the preamplifier's pulse rise 

time is constant for all pulses. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2: Sources of deadtime in a typical detection system. Redrawn from [Usm18]. 

 

5.1.2 Principle and theory of Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry 

 

The Rutherford backscattering technique was first used in 1913. Following detailed 

experiments by Geiger and Marsden to test and confirm all the predictions of Rutherford’s 

model for the atom and He+ particle scattering from foils of various metals [Rut11]. The first 
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real use of RBS was done by nuclear physicists. They discovered using particle accelerators 

that the backscattering from their target which contained contaminants that the latter appeared 

as a parasitic effect in the nuclear reaction particle spectra [Tol49] [Gro84]. 

RBS is well known for quantitative compositional analysis of thin films. In 1967, Surveyor V 

used an alpha scattering experiment to analyse the composition of the moon’s soil. Earlier, in 

1960 the method was suggested by S. K. Allison for the remote analysis of surface composition 

[Chu78]. In addition, it is non-destructive, has a good depth resolution of the order of several 

nm, and very good sensitivity for heavy elements. Furthermore, RBS has become a popular 

widely used nuclear method in ion beam analysis in thin films and the surface layer of solids. 

 

5.1.3 Kinematic Factor (K) 

 

The process of energy transfer from the incident projectile ions (alpha particles) to target atoms 

is known as the kinematic factor (see Fig 5.3).  This process can be described by considering 

the conservation of energy and momentum [Chu78] [Gro84]. Then, the ratio of the projectile 

energy (E) before and (E1) after the collision is given as: 

 

K =
E1
Eο
= [
M1cosθ  (M2

2 −M1
2sin2θ)½

M1 +M2
]

2

 (5.1) 

 

where M1 and M2 are a projectile (alpha particle) and a target masses respectively, θ is the 

scattering angle. When M1  M2, only the plus sign in equation (5.1) above holds. If M1 

 M2 equation (5.1) above has two solutions, and the maximum possible scattering angle 

is given by equation (5.2) below.  

 

θmax = arc sin (
M2
M1
) (5.2) 

 

Generally, the kinematic factor is used for calibration of the RBS spectrum. Using the 

kinematic factor and beam energy, the backscattered particle’s energy can be estimated. This 

can also be applied to determine the mass of an unknown target atom from measured energy 

E1 and consequently identifying the target atoms [Chu78]. The kinematic factor increases with 
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the target mass and tends toward heavy masses, thus the mass separation on the RBS 

energy spectrum decreases when the mass increases. 

 

 

Fig. 5.3: A typical schematic of scattering between projectile and target atom. 

 

5.1.4 Scattering cross section (σ) 

 

A small fraction of the projectiles is usually backscattered at a certain angle,, from the target 

atoms into the detector. The differential cross section for scattering (d/d) is defined as the 

number of particles backscattered into a solid angle d per number of incident particles per 

unit area. The differential cross section for the scattering of a projectile into a solid angle d 

centered around an angle  in the laboratory frame of reference is given as [Chu78][Gro84]: 

 

d𝜎

d
= (

𝑍1𝑍2𝑒
2

4𝐸
)

2

4
[(𝑀2

2 −𝑀1
2sin2𝜃)½ +𝑀2cos𝜃]

2

𝑀2sin
4𝜃(𝑀2

2 −𝑀1
2sin2𝜃)½

 (5.3) 

 

where Z1 is the atomic number of the projectile with mass M1, Z2 is the atomic number of the 

target with mass M2, Eo is the energy of the projectile before scattering, e is the electron 

charge and θ is the backscattering angle. 

Since the differential cross section is proportional to 𝑍2
2, for any projectile, heavy atoms scatter 

much more efficiently than light atoms. This means the RBS is more sensitive to targets with 

heavy elements than to light elements. The inversely proportionality of Eo to the differential 
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cross section, means one would expect the yield of backscattered particles to increase with 

decreasing bombarding energy. The total number of backscattered and detected particles is 

given by: 

 

𝐴 = 𝜎  . Q . 𝑁 (5.4) 

 

where  is the differential cross section,  is the solid angle of the detector, Q is the total 

number of incident projectiles and N is the number of target atoms per unit area. From 

equation (5.4) when  and  are known, and the numbers of the incident and detected particles 

are counted, the number of atoms per unit area in the target, N, can be determined. 

 

5.1.5 Depth scaling 

 

Depth scaling (also known as depth profiling) describes the relationship between the exit 

energy E1 of the alpha particle backscattered at depth x inside the target and the incident particle 

with energy Eo backscattering at the surface as illustrated in figure 5.4. The alpha particle 

backscatters at the surface with an energy of KEo while the one which backscatters at depth x 

have an initial energy E. Since E is lower than Eo, there is loses in energy before backscattering 

at depth x. The backscattered particle at depth, x loses energy on its way out of the target. From 

figure 5.4 also, the length of the inward path where the ion loses energy is x/cos1 and the 

length of the outward path is x/cos2. By assuming the energy loss (dE/dx) is constant over 

each path, the energy of the backscattered alpha particle at depth x is then given as [Chu78] 

[Wan09]: 

 

𝐾𝐸ο − 𝐸1 = [(
𝐾

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1

𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑖𝑛

+ (
𝐾

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2

𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑜𝑢𝑡

] 𝑥 (5.5) 

 

where KEo is the energy of the backscattered particles at the surface atoms of the target and E1 

is the energy of the backscattered alpha particle from the atom at depth x. If we take ∆E as the 

energy difference between E1 and KEo, then  

 

Δ𝐸 = 𝐾𝐸ο − 𝐸1 (5.6) 
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and equation (5.6) can be written as: 

 

Δ𝐸 = [𝑆]𝑥 (5.7) 

 

where 

[𝑆] = [(
𝐾

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1

𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑖𝑛

+ (
𝐾

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃2

𝑑𝐸

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑜𝑢𝑡

] (5.8) 

 

[S] is called the energy loss factor which contains the relationship between the energy and the 

depth information. This means a measured energy spectrum can, therefore, be directly 

converted into a depth scale. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.4: A schematic diagram illustrating the backscattering events of alpha particles and 

energy loss from depth x [Chu78]. 

 

5.1.6 Depth resolution 

 

A minimum detectable in-depth difference (δx) which related to the minimum 

detectable scattered particle energy difference, (δE) is known as depth resolution. Energy 
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straggling increases as the ion beam penetrates deeper into the sample. Therefore, depth 

resolution is better near the surface and degrades due to energy straggling in deeper layers 

[Jey09]. The depth resolution can be improved by increasing [S]. This is usually done by tilting 

the sample normal relative to the incoming beam (i.e., increasing θ1 and/or θ2). The effect is to 

increase the path length required to reach a given depth (measured perpendicular to the surface) 

in the sample. This increases the energy difference of the scattered particle for a given depth 

difference [Wan09]. 

 

5.2 Raman Spectroscopy 

 

The phenomenon of inelastic scattering of light was first postulated by Smekal in 1923. It first 

observed experimentally in 1928 by Raman and Krishnan [Smi05]. Since then, the 

phenomenon has been referred to as Raman spectroscopy. The experiment used sunlight as the 

source, a telescope as the collector, and the eye as the detector [Fer03].  

 

Raman scattering is based on the scattering of monochromatic light (photons), usually from a 

laser source. When photons of energy Eo interact with a sample molecule, it is absorbed by the 

sample and then re-emitted. A small proportion of these incident photons are however scattered 

at optical frequencies that differ from that of the incident photons [Gra89]. The frequency of 

the re-emitted photons is shifted up or down in comparison with the incident photons 

frequency, which is known as the Raman Effect. This shift provides information about 

vibrational, rotational and other low frequency transitions in molecules. Due to its sensitivity, 

high information content, and non-destructive nature Raman spectroscopy can be used to study 

the microstructure of carbon related materials such as graphite, diamond, glassy carbon, etc. 

 

5.2.1 Theory and principle of Raman Spectroscopy 

 

When a sample is irradiated with a light source, most photons are scattered by the sample at 

the same frequency as the incident light frequency (v), the process is known as Rayleigh 

scattering. This scattering process is regarded as elastic scattering between the incident photon 

and the molecule. 
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The Raman scattering process from the ground vibrational state (m) leads to absorption of 

energy by the molecule and its elevated to a higher energy excited vibrational state (n).  Figure 

5.5 shows the other two types of Raman scattering are very weak (about 10-5 of the incident 

beam) and have frequencies (v ± vm), where vm is a vibrational frequency of a molecule. The 

(v- vm) and (v+ vm) lines are called the Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering respectively. 

Molecules initially in the ground vibrational state give rise to Stokes Raman scattering (v- vm) 

while molecules initially in the vibrational excited state give rise to anti-Stokes Raman 

scattering, (v+ vm). In Raman spectroscopy, we measure the vibrational frequency (vm) as a 

shift from the incident beam frequency (v) [Fer03] [Lew01]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.5: Schematic illustration of the Rayleigh and Raman scattering processes. Both the low 

energy (upward arrows) and the scattered energy (downward arrows) have much larger 

energies than the energy of vibration. 

 

When the incident photons interact with a molecule, the molecule experiences an electric field. 

As a result, the electrons are displaced relative to the protons and the polarized molecule has 

an induced dipole moment caused by the external electric field. The electric field E at a given 

time (t) and associated with the photon can be expressed as: 
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𝐸 = 𝐸𝜊𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝜈𝑡 (5.9) 

 

where E is the maximum amplitude (the maximum value of the field) and v is the frequency. 

This electric field will induce in the molecule an oscillating dipole moment, μ given by 

 

 

𝜇 = 𝛼𝐸 = 𝛼𝐸𝜊𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝜈𝑡 (5.10) 

 

In molecules, the polarizability does not have a constant value, due to vibrations and rotations 

which causes  to vary. For small displacements, the polarizability can be expanded in a Taylor 

series as [Col90]. 

 

𝛼 = 𝛼𝜊 +
𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑄
𝑄 +⋯ (5.11) 

 

where is the equilibrium polarizability, Q is a normal coordinate and /Q is the rate of 

change of polarizability with respect to Q measured at the equilibrium configuration. If higher 

order terms can be neglected, then the normal coordinate Q varies periodically and can be 

written 

 

𝑄 = 𝑄𝜊𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝜈𝜐𝑡 (5.12) 

 

where vυ is the frequency of the normal coordinate vibration and Q is a constant, the 

maximum value for Q. By combining equations (5.11) and (5.12)  

 

𝛼 = 𝛼𝜊 +
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑄
𝑄𝜊𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝜈𝜐𝑡 (5.13) 

 

Substitution this value for  into equation (5.10) yields 

 

𝜇 = 𝛼𝜊𝐸𝜊𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝜈𝑡 +
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑄
𝑄𝜊𝐸𝜊(𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝜈𝜐𝑡)(𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝜈𝑡) (5.14) 
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Making use of trigonometric, equation (5.14) can be rewritten as: 

 

𝜇 = 𝛼𝜊𝐸𝜊𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋𝜈𝑡

+
𝜕𝛼

𝜕𝑄

𝑄𝜊𝐸𝜊
2
[𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋(𝜈 − 𝜈𝜐)𝑡 + 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜋(𝜈 + 𝜈𝜐)𝑡 ] 

(5.15) 

 

It can be seen from this equation that the induced dipole moment µ varies with three component 

frequencies v, v - vυ, and v + vυ and can, therefore, give rise to Rayleigh scattering, Stokes, and 

anti-Stokes Raman scattering, respectively. This classical prediction for these frequencies 

corresponds to the quantum mechanical result for Raman transitions when v = ± 1. If the 

vibrations cause no change in polarizability so that /Q = 0, then Eq. (1.117) shows that the 

Raman component frequencies of the induced dipole moment have zero amplitudes and 

therefore no radiation with Raman frequencies can be generated [Col90]. 

 

5.2.2 The Raman instrument 

 

The Raman instrument setup consists of the following elements: Laser source (usually gas 

continuous-wave lasers such as Ar+, Kr+, and He-Ne), Raman light collector, monochromator, 

and detector. The highest intensity wavelengths include 515.4 nm (the wavelength that which 

was used in this study). The Raman scattered light is collected by the lens and passes through 

a monochromator. A schematic diagram of the Raman setup is shown in figure 5.2 below. 
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Fig. 5.6: Schematic diagram showing the different components of a Raman instrument. 

 

5.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

 

A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is a method that uses electrons rather than light for 

high resolution imaging of surfaces. The advantages of SEM over light microscopy include 

much higher magnification (>100,000X) and greater depth of field up to 100 times than 

conventional light microscopy [Vou08]. The first SEM was built around 1938 (Von Ardenne), 

with the first commercial instrument around 1965. The electrons are produced in the electron 

gun by the electron beam source. The function of the electron gun is to provide a stable electron 

beam of adjustable energy.  

A scanning electron microscopy uses a beam of electrons to form an image of objects on a very 

fine scale. These electrons are generated by an electron gun which provides a stable beam of 

electrons of adjustable energy. The electron guns consist of three major types: the tungsten 

filament, Lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) and field emission [Haf07]. The older SEMs use 

heated tungsten or LaB6 thermionic emitters while some of the new SEMs are equipped with 

cold thermal or Schottky field emission sources. A field emission cathode is usually a wire 

shaped into a sharp tip (100 nm or less radius) supported by a tungsten hairpin. When the field 
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at the tip reaches a magnitude of about 10V/nm, electrons are emitted. A cathode current 

density as high as 105 A/cm2 may be obtained from a field emitter as compared with 3 A/cm2 

from a thermionic source [Hla10] [Gol03]. 

 

There are two types of field electron guns, the cold field emitter and the Schottky field emitter. 

The cold field emitters require ultra-high vacuum conditions to ensure that the tip is clean and 

void of contaminants and oxides. The tip is usually flushed (heated for a few seconds) before 

operation so as to free absorbed gas molecules. The Schottky field emitter uses both heat and 

nitride coatings to overcome the potential barrier level. The FEGs (Field Emission Guns) are 

preferable to the tungsten filament and the Lanthanum hexaboride (LaB6) emission guns. 

Because of the filaments last longer (due to the cold emission), it produces better resolution 

and the images produced are brighter. The disadvantages of the FEGs are that a much higher 

vacuum and a cleaner vacuum microscope are required [Odu17] [Dun97]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.7: Schematic diagram showing how the scanning electron microscope works [www1]. 

 

When an incident electron beam interacts with a sample, the incident electron undergoes two 

types of scattering elastic and inelastic scattering events within the sample’s surface and near-

surface material. These interactions give rise to various signal events such as backscattered 
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electrons, secondary electrons, X-rays, cathode luminescence, specimen current and 

transmitted electrons. However, this thesis, discussed only backscattered and secondary 

electrons. 

The backscattered electrons (BSE) are as a result of an elastic collision between an incoming 

electron and the nucleus of the target atom. Their energy range they provide information from 

deeper layers. Accordingly, in this case the resolution is poorer, (about 2-4 nm). The element 

with higher atomic number (Z) will backscatter more electrons and appear brighter than an 

element with low atomic number. These electrons usually have higher energies compared to 

the energies of the secondary electrons. 

Secondary electrons are as the results of the inelastic collisions between the incident electrons 

and the electrons of the target atoms. These electrons have energy less than 50 eV. The signals 

from secondary electrons can be used to study the surface topography of the sample. Due to 

their low energy, only secondary electrons that are very near the surface (a few nanometers) 

can exit the sample and be examine, the others electrons can simply absorbed by the sample 

due to their low energy [Gol03] [Vou08]. 

 

To create a SEM image, the incident electron beam is scanned in a raster pattern across the 

sample's surface. The emitted electrons are detected for each position in the scanned area by 

an electron detector. The intensity of the emitted electron signal is displayed as brightness on 

a cathode ray tube (CRT). By synchronizing the CRT scan to that of the scan of the incident 

electron beam, the CRT display represents the morphology of the sample surface area scanned 

by the beam. Magnification of the CRT image is the ratio of the image display size to the 

sample area scanned by the electron beam [www2]. 
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Fig. 5.8: Diagram showing electron Beam interaction [www1]. 

 

 

In this study, the surface changes of glassy carbon as a result of xenon ion implantation and 

after heat treatment were investigated using a Zeiss Ultra 55 field emission scanning electron 

microscope fitted with an in-lens detector. This machine employs a field emission electron gun. 

The Zeiss Ultra 55 is equipped with SE (secondary electron) detectors, BE (backscattered 

electron) detectors and an in-lens SE detector. A 2 kV accelerating voltage was employed 

during all SEM imaging. The working distance was maintained at approximately 2.8 mm for 

all the imaging experiment and the magnifications, 1 um, 100 nm and 200 nm were used. 
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CHAPTER 6 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

 

SIGRADUR® G glassy carbon samples strip with 50 mm × 10 mm dimensions and a thickness 

of 2 mm were implanted with xenon ions. The migration behaviour, structural changes and 

surface modification of the xenon ion implanted glassy carbon samples were investigated using 

RBS, Raman spectroscopy, and SEM respectively. 

 

6.1 Sample preparation  

 

The samples used for this research were SIGRADUR® G glassy carbon samples from 

Hochtemperatur-Werkstoffe (HTW), Germany. The company produces both SIGRADUR® G 

and SIGRADUR® K glassy carbon materials, however, the SIGRADUR® G carbon materials 

were a preferred choice for this study due to its superiority over SIGRADUR® K materials. 

Although the SIGRADUR® K materials are relatively denser and harder than the SIGRADUR® 

G, the SIGRADUR® G carbon materials have higher conductivity, higher corrosion resistance, 

and high temperature resistance. 

 

Step 1, samples were mechanically polished on an ATM Saphir 500 polisher with 1μm and 

0.25μm diamond solutions respectively before being cleaned. Step 2, samples were placed in 

an ultrasonic bath and first cleaned in an alkaline soap solution. Step 3, samples were then 

transferred to a new beaker containing de-ionized water. The de-ionized water was used to 

remove the soap solution from the sample and this was done twice for ten minutes. Step 4, 

Methanol was then used to clean the samples for 5 minutes so as to remove the de-ionized 

water. Step 5, samples were dried by blowing nitrogen gas on them for a few minutes and then 

placed in an oven at 50 C for 1h so as to remove volatile impurities on the surface of the carbon 

samples. 

 

6.2 Implantation procedures 

 

After cleaning, the samples were implanted with xenon ions by the 400 keV ion implanter 

Romeo at the Institut für Festkörperphysik, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Jena, 
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Germany. The xenon ions were implanted at room temperature at an energy of 200 keV with a 

fluence of 1 × 1016 ions/cm2. Because of our interest in studying the radiation damage as a 

result of ion bombardment and structural changes in glassy carbon. The beam current was kept 

at about 8000 nA while the time was 1 h 3 min along the implantation process, in order to avoid 

annealing out of some of the damages due to an increase in the substrate material temperature. 

During implantation, the substrate reached a maximum temperature of about 55 °C. 

After implantation, the samples were cut into 10 mm ×5 mm using a tungsten carbide (WC) 

cutter. This was to ensure that the samples fit into sample holders that have been specifically 

made for RBS and SEM analysis. 

 

To wash off the dust particles, the samples were again cleaned with de-ionized water and 

methanol. This was done in order to remove/prevent contamination present on the surface. 

 

6.3 Annealing of samples 

 

Two annealing systems were used in this study. Isochronal annealing at low and high 

temperatures was employed in this research. The sample was placed in a quartz vacuum tube 

furnace which can annealed at a maximum temperature of 1000 °C. A schematic diagram of 

the annealing equipment is shown in Figure 6.1.  After the sample was held, the quartz tube 

was evacuated to below 10-3 mbar by the fore pump, and then the turbo pump system was 

turned on. The turbo pump shown in the Figure 6.1 below provides high vacuum (up to 10-7 

mbar) during annealing. A thermocouple was placed close to the sample in order to measure 

and monitor its temperature using a computer program. 

Before annealing was performed, the oven was allowed to stabilise at the required annealing 

temperature.  The oven was shifted over the quartz vacuum tube until the sample was in the 

middle of the oven for annealing. This step ensured that the sample quickly reached the required 

temperature. At the end of the annealing time, the oven was pulled back and the sample was 

then allowed to cool down to room temperature. The sample was then removed after the fore 

pump and turbo pump had been turned off and the turbo pump blades have stopped rotating. 

Usually, it takes about one hours for the turbo pump blades to totally stop rotating. The 

annealing temperature range was from 300 °C to 1000 °C in steps of 100 °C for 5 hours.  

For the high temperatures annealing (1000 °C to 1500 °C in steps of 100 °C for 5 hours), the 

samples were placed inside small crucibles made from glassy carbon. The annealing was 
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performed in a computer controlled high temperature vacuum graphite furnace (Webb® 77). 

The temperature is controlled by a Eurotherm 2704 controller connected to a thermocouple as 

well as a pyrometer. The thermocouple was employed for measurements below 1475 °C and 

the pyrometer for measurements above 1525 °C [Kuh15] [Web06]. An average value of the 

thermocouple and pyrometer readings is used in the temperature range in between the 1475 °C 

and 1525 °C. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1: Schematic diagram showing one of the annealing systems used in this research. 

 

Figure 6.2 below is an illustration of a typical heating up and cooling down curves. The nominal 

temperature accuracy for the Webb oven is given ± 15 °C. 

Figure 6.2 also shows a typical heating and cooling curves for the furnace as a function of time. 

Before each annealing cycle, the oven was evacuated to a pressure in the 10-7 mbar range. 

Degassing was performed at 200 C for one hour to ensure that the maximum pressure during 

annealing is kept at or below the 10-6 mbar region as well as to reduce the total pumping time. 

The degassing temperature overshoot from 200 C to 370 C. This was due to temperature 

controlling setting-up by the manufacture, which resulted in the initial large current and 

fluctuations. During the annealing process the vacuum pressure increases from 10-7 to 10-5 

mbar due to the increased degassing by the high initial current. The heating rate of the oven 

was programmed at 20C/min. After switching on the heating element, it heated up to a 

selected temperature (i.e. 1500 C as seen in Figure. 6.2 and then stayed there for the set 
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annealing time, i.e. 5 hours. A current of about 28 A was measured in the beginning of the 

heating process, which later dropped to 0 A. After degassing, which was performed at 200C, 

the current increased again up to 18 A to increase the temperature inside the oven to the selected 

temperature (i.e. 1500C). The current was dropped to 8 A during the desired annealing 

temperature for 5h. At the end of annealing time, the current was turned off and the system 

cooled down. To remove the samples from the oven, after the oven completely cooled down 

and reach room temperature, the vacuum was brought down by switching off the turbo pump 

(i.e. high vacuum pump), still pumping with the fore pump. Argon gas was leaked into the 

chamber to break the vacuum and bring the pressure to atmospheric pressure. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.2: Graph showing the annealing process at different temperatures. 
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6.4 The measurement conditions 

 

6.4.1 The RBS measurement  

 

The implanted glassy carbon samples were analysed using Rutherford backscattering 

spectrometry before and after each annealing. The samples were irradiated with 1.6 MeV 

helium particles in the Van de Graaff accelerator at the University of Pretoria. A total charge 

of 8 μC, in order to reduce noise, the measurement was repeated three times for each sample. 

The sample tilt angle was kept at 10 while the surface barrier detector with a solid angle of 

3.41 msr was positioned at a scattering angle of 165. For uniformity, the maximum beam 

current was kept at 15 nA throughout the study.  

 

6.4.2 Raman measurement  

 

The structural changes as a result of ion implantation and annealing were monitored using 

Raman spectroscopy. The resulting Raman spectra before and after ion bombardment and heat 

treatment were obtained at an excitation wavelength of 514.5 nm. The 514.5 nm wavelength 

was excited using a Jobin Yvon, Horiba©  TX64000 triple grating. The excitation laser used in 

this study was an Ar/Kr mixed gas laser with a maximum power of 0.17 mW during the 

measurement. The 50× objective was used to acquire the Raman spectra. 

 

6.4.3 The SEM measurement  

 

Surface changes of the glassy carbon samples due to ion implantation and heat treatment were 

investigated using the Zeiss Ultra Plus SEM located at the University of Pretoria. An analysing 

voltage of 2 kV was used throughout this work. In-lens SEM images of the sample were taken 

before, after implantation and after every heat treatment. The working distance was kept at 2.8 

mm and magnifications of 1μm, 100 nm and 200 nm respectively were used. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS AND DUSCUSSION  

 

In this chapter, the effect of xenon ion bombardment and heat treatment on glassy carbon is 

presented and discussed. The migration behaviour of the implanted xenon in glassy carbon due 

to heat treatment at different temperatures and after SHI irradiation was investigated using 

RBS. The structural changes of the implanted samples were investigated using Raman 

spectroscopy and TEM, while the surface morphology of the sample was investigated using 

SEM and AFM. 

 

7.1 Implantation of glassy carbon with xenon 

 

Figure 7.1 shows the RBS depth profile of 200 keV Xe implanted in glassy carbon to a fluence 

of 1×1016 cm-2 at room temperature. The RBS profile was compared with the theoretical spectra 

obtained from the TRIM ion distribution simulation software. Also shown in Figure. 7.1 is the 

profile showing the damage introduced in glassy carbon simulated using the TRIM program. 

The TRIM simulations were carried out by taking the density of glassy carbon as 1.42 g/cm3. 

This value is the density of the virgin Sigradur® G glassy carbon samples used in this study. 

The experimental projected range, Rp, was estimated by fitting the Xe depth profile with a 

Gaussian equation. The value obtained of 119.3 nm is comparable to the 119.7 nm obtained 

from TRIM. The two values differ by about 0.3 % and is within the accuracy of TRIM. The 

experimental straggling, ∆Rp value obtained was about 34.2 nm which is about 36.8 % higher 

than the 21.6 nm obtained from TRIM. The higher ∆Rp obtained from the as-implanted Xe 

profile suggests a broader ion distribution to that suggested by TRIM. This discrepancy in the 

ΔRP might implies that re-distribution of Xe is already taking place during the implantation 

process.   

 

The maximum damage level of 29 dpa was obtained and significantly higher than the reported 

critical displacement per atom (dpa) value of 0.2 dpa for amorphisation of glassy carbon 

[McC94]. McCulloch et al. [McC94] studied the structural changes in glassy carbon due to 

xenon ion irradiation. In their study, glassy carbon samples were implanted with 320 keV Xe 

ions at fluence ranging from 5×1012 to 6×1016 at room temperature. Our value of 29 dpa is 
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comparable to the maximum damage level of 25 dpa obtained at a fluence of 1×1016 ions/cm2 

(see-Fig 7.2) by McCulloch et al. One of the key findings in that study is that at a Xe 

implantation fluence of 2×1014 ions/cm2 (0.2 dpa), the glassy carbon structure starts to change 

from a micro poly-crystalline graphite to amorphous carbon (a-C). At a damage level of 4 dpa, 

the glassy carbon structure was completely amorphised. The maximum damage level of 29 dpa 

predicted by TRIM in this study indicates that the glassy carbon structure will be amorphized 

after the high dose implantation of Xe. The effect of the amophisation of the glassy carbon on 

the diffusion of Xe is be reported in the latter part of this chapter.  

The damage profile has a maximum at 90 nm and is closer to the surface compared to the 

implanted Xe distribution and simulated profiles. This value shows that a large number of 

atoms were displaced near the surface of the glassy carbon. The concentration of the damage 

towards the surface of the glassy carbon suggests that the diffusion of Xe is expected to be 

towards the surface of the GC substrate. The results obtained at low temperature annealing do 

not agree with this speculation. 
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Fig. 7.1: Depth profile of 200 keV Xe+ ions implanted in glassy carbon at room temperature 

compared with SRIM simulation profile. The damage in dpa is also shown using the fluence 

of 1×1016.  

 

 

 

Fig. 7.2: The surface and maximum damage (dpa) of 200 keV and 320 keV Xe+ ions implanted 

in glassy carbon at room temperature to a fluence of 1×1016 ions/cm2. 

 

The dpa mostly depends on the ion fluence besides the bombardment parameters such as energy 

of the ion bombardment. The vacancy distribution, surface and maximum damage (dpa) values 

are extracted depending on the fluence.  At 6×1016 ions/cm2 maximum damage level was 151 

dpa.  

 

7.2 Effects of thermal annealing on migration and structure of Xe implanted glassy 

carbon 

 

7.2.1 RBS Results 
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The Xe implanted samples were sequentially annealed in a vacuum at a temperature range of 

300 C - 1400 C in steps of 100 C for 5 hours. The room temperature, 200 keV implanted Xe 

depth profiles after annealing are shown in Fig. 7.3 and 7.4. Two distinct diffusion regimes of 

implanted Xe were observed and the first regime was between 300 C and 800 C. The RBS 

profiles obtained after annealing the samples at these temperatures showed no noticeable 

diffusion or change in the peak of the implanted Xe. The xenon depth profile remained nearly 

the same compared to the as-implanted profile. This indicates that the lower temperature range 

was insufficient to cause any significant change in the implanted xenon distribution, i.e. to 

cause any diffusion of Xe. However, annealing at 800 C, a slight shift in the Xe profile tail-

end towards the bulk can be observed. 

 

The RBS depth profiles obtained at these temperatures (300 C – 800 C) were fitted with an 

in-house program to obtain the projected range, Rp and the range straggling, ΔRp [Mal17]. 

These values are presented in table 7.1. Together with the amount of the retained Xe ions after 

annealing.  According to the Rp and ΔRp values, it can be observed from the table that there 

was no noticeable diffusion of Xe after annealing at these temperatures. The non-diffusion of 

Xe at these low temperatures could be as a result of the amorphisation of the glassy carbon. 

The amorphisation of the glassy carbon introduced several defects and voids in the implanted 

region. These defects may be able to trap the implanted xenon within the implanted region. 

 

Table 7. 1: A comparison of the range parameters obtained after fitting the RBS depth profiles 

at different temperatures with a Gaussian function. 

 

Temp 

(C) 

RP 

(nm) 
RP 

(nm) 

Retained Ions (%) 

23 120.06 34.16 1.0 

300 117.24 33.60 0.91 

400 118.04 32.57 0.90 

500 120.02 33.62 0.96 

600 117.89 34.20 0.96 

700 120.02 33.62 0.93 

800 120.67 34.54 0.92 
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From Table 7.1, the average values and statistical error for the parameters: Rp, Rp, 

and retained ion were calculated. The average values calculated and found to be 119.13 nm 

(Rp), 33.75 nm (Rp) and 0.94 (retained ion ratio). Statistical errors, i.e. standard deviations, 

were calculated to be 1.36 nm for the Rp, 0.63 nm for the Rp and 0.035 for the retained ion 

ratio. The small standard deviation of 1.36 nm in Rp that there no peak shift after annealing at 

this temperature range. The standard deviation of 0.0.35 nm in Rp confirmed that no 

broadening in the implanted profile consequently no diffusion occurred up to 800 C. No 

significantly changes were observed after annealing at temperature range 300 C – 800 

C except random errors. Thus, Rp and Rp are independent of temperature (300 C – 800 C). 

However, the 800 C profile showed a slight indication of Xe ions starting to migrate towards 

the bulk. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.3:  Xe depth profiles showing the effect of sequential at low temperature (300 – 800 C) 

annealing on the migration behaviour.  

 

The second diffusion regime occurs between 900 C – 1400 C. After annealing at 900 C, there 

was a slight shift of the Xe profile towards surface and also towards the bulk. This shift was 
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accompanied by broadening of the Xe profile indicating diffusion. The movement of Xe deeper 

into the bulk of the glassy carbon can be explained as follows; the damage/defects introduced 

in the glassy carbon is very minimal at the maximum implantation depth (Rp + 3ΔRp) compared 

to the near-surface region. During the annealing process at 900 C, some of the defects 

introduced by Xe implantation are annealed out. One would expect that more 

recovery/recrystallization will take place at the end of range region where there is significantly 

less damage. This recovery may facilitate a movement of the implanted Xe into the bulk of the 

glassy carbon.  

   

To test the above explanation, the Xe implanted glassy carbon samples were sequentially 

annealed at higher temperatures from 1000 C – 1400 C. Annealing at 1000 C resulted in the 

Xe ions diffusing into the bulk of the glassy carbon with the formation of a bimodal 

distribution. This movement of Xe ions into the bulk of GC continued after further annealing 

at higher temperatures. One key feature observed in the depth profiles obtained at higher 

temperatures (shown in Figure. 7.3 (b)) is that the implanted Xe ions moved deeper into the 

un-implanted region of the glassy carbon. The maximum RBS-detectable depth of the 

implanted Xe ions after annealing at 1400 C is about 800 nm (see-Fig. 7.3). This is 

significantly higher than the initial implantation thickness of 220 nm (see-Fig. 7.1). Glassy 

carbon is known to have a very low density (1.42 g/cm3). The low density of glassy carbon 

indicates that it must contain several pores. It has been suggested that glassy carbon contains 

several small pores with sizes estimated to be in the order of 0.3 nm [Pie93]. The pores size 

mostly depends on the temperature of preparation, e.g. GC (Sigradur G) prepared at 

temperature of 2800 C [Kip64]. It is possible that the implanted Xe ions may become trapped 

in the pores present in the GC bulk. 
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Fig. 7. 4:  Xe depth profiles showing the effect of sequential at high temperature (900 – 1400 

°C) annealing on the migration behaviour.  

 

Figure. 7.5 shows the retained ratios of Xe after further annealing (900 – 1400 C) 

were calculated as the ratio of the area of Xe counts after annealing to that of the as-implanted 

at RT. The retained Xe in a region with high radiation damage decreases gradually 

with increasing the temperature, then increases in a low damage region. Annealing at 1400 C 

showed that only 24 % of a Xe retained within the damaged region of the GC (trapped). These 

results and the results in Figure. 7.4 show the migration of Xe ions towards the bulk of the GC 

(where the less\un-damaged region). This type of diffusion in the less damaged region might 

be also explained in terms of trapping and de-trapping of implanted Xe in the damaged 

region. The migration of Xe deeper into the bulk of glassy carbon at higher temperature 

annealing occurs due to less damage region which is not enough to trap the implants on the 

implanted and un-implanted interface. 
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Fig. 7. 5: The amount of Xe retained within the damaged region annealed at temperature (900 

- 1400 C).   

 

7.2.2 Raman results  

 

Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the structural changes and surface modification in 

glassy carbon as a result of implanting with Xe ions and subsequent swift heavy ion (SHI) 

irradiation. The Raman spectrum of virgin glassy carbon which was obtained at an excitation 

laser wavelength of 514.5 nm (see Figure 7.6) indicates the D and G peaks positions at about 

1350 cm-1 and 1588 cm-1, respectively. The 1588 cm-1 peak corresponds to the intrinsic peak 

of the graphite single crystal and the 1350 cm-l peak is attributed to the disordered graphite 

structure. The spectrum also shows a hump at 1619 cm-1 (D peak), indicated by an arrow in 

Figure 7.6. This peak usually exists in GC with very small sized sp2 domains. This results in a 

Raman doublet of the G + D bands which are the 1588 and 1619 cm-1 peaks. Additionally, 

there is also a small peak observed at 1093 cm-1, indicated by an arrow in Figure 7.6. This peak 

has been attributed to the effect of the intersection of acoustic and optic modes in the density 

of states of graphitic carbon materials [Lav08] [Nem79]. 
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Fig. 7. 6: Raman spectrum of (virgin) glassy carbon obtained with a 514.5 nm excitation laser 

wavelength. The red line is the cumulative fit peak while the green lines represent the 

individual peak fits. The peaks indicated by arrows are discussed in the text above.   

 

Figure 7.7 shows the effect of 200 keV Xe implantation on the structure of the glassy carbon. 

The Raman spectrum obtained after Xe implantation showed that the D and G peak merged 

into a single broad band. The spectrum is very similar to that of several amorphous forms of 

carbon [Sil03] [Fer00] [Yos88]. Hence, the merging of the D and G peaks indicates that room 

temperature implantation of Xe resulted in the amorphisation of the implanted glassy carbon 

area. At low annealing temperatures (500 C – 900 C), there was a slight re-appearance of the 

D and G peaks. The observed intensity of the re-grown G peak is slightly higher than that of 

the D peak up to 800 C while at 900 C are close to each other. Another important feature 

present in Figure 7.7 is that the G peak broadened with different treatment. After Xe 

implantation, the G peak position is at about 1530 cm-1. This peak shifted to 1569 cm-1 after 

annealing at 500 C and reaching a maximum of 1586 cm-1 at 900 C. The broadening of the G 

D 

G 
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peak can be attributed to the different structural changes such as some of the sp2 bonds 

converted to sp3 that occur within the implanted region due to implantation and subsequent 

annealing. The G peak position is said to be particularly sensitive to the structure of the carbon 

material being investigated. This can be explained using the amorphisation trajectory [Fer01]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.7: Raman spectra of 200 keV Xe implanted GC at room temperature and the effect of 

sequential annealing from 500 C to 900 C in steps of 100 C for 5 h, on the structure of GC. 

The Figure also contains the Raman spectrum for virgin GC for comparison. 

 

The re-growth of the Raman D and G peaks was further observed after high temperature 

sequential annealing of the implanted glassy carbon from 1000 C to 1500 C as depicted in 

Figure 7.8. From 1000 C to 1300 C, the D and G peaks become even more prominent with 
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the intensity of the G peak increasing at a slightly higher rate than the D peak. However, at 

1400 C and 1500 C, the intensity of the D and G peak appear to be the same. These results 

agree with a study carried out by Malherbe et al. [Mal18] when they studied the microstructure 

of pristine and ion bombarded glassy carbon. In their study, glassy carbon was implanted with 

200 keV Sr+ ions to a fluence of 2×1016 ions/cm2 at room temperature. The implanted sample 

was annealed at 2000 C for 5h in vacuum. Raman spectrum obtained after annealing showed 

that intensity of the G peak was significantly higher than the D peak. This is in contrast with 

the Raman spectrum obtained for glassy carbon – see Figure 7.6. They concluded that while 

there was re-crystallization of the implanted layer after the 2000 C annealing, the resulting 

structure was a graphitising kind of carbon instead of the initial glassy carbon structure. This 

is in contrast to the pristine glassy carbon Raman spectrum which shows a more distinct D 

peak. A typical Raman spectrum of polycrystalline graphite shows the above-mentioned D and 

G peaks with the intensity of the G peak often higher than that of the D peak [Fer00]. Hence, 

the higher intensity of the G peak after annealing suggests that the implanted layer is being 

recrystallized to a graphitising type of carbon. 
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Fig. 7.8: Raman spectra of 200 keV Xe implanted GC at room temperature and the effect of 

sequential annealing from 1000 C to 1500 C in steps of 100 C for 5 h, on the structure of 

GC. The Figure also contains the Raman spectrum for virgin GC for comparison.  

 

In order to analyse the Raman spectra obtained, the baseline of the spectra lines was corrected 

using a linear background correction. The corrected spectra were then fitted using a Lorentzian 

fit for the D peak and a Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) fit for the G peak. The Lorentzian-BWF 

combination was used to fit the virgin GC spectrum, and the spectra of samples annealed at a 

temperature range of 500 to 1500 C. The BWF fit was used for both the D and G peaks of the 

as-implanted spectrum since the Lorentzian-BWF combination could not be employed. This 
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was because the D and G peaks had merged into a single broad band and could no longer be 

distinguished from each other as seen in Figure 7.9.  

 

 

Fig. 7.9: Raman spectrum of 200 keV Xe implanted GC at room temperature. The red lines are 

the cumulative fit peak while the green lines represent the individual peak fit. The Figure also 

contains the virgin GC Raman spectrum for comparison. 

 

The parameters such as ID/IG ratio (which was calculated from the D and G peak intensities), 

the G peak position, the G peak FWHM, and the average crystallite size (La) are tabulated in 

Table 7.2.  The ID/IG ratio of the virgin glassy carbon was found to be 1.52 which is a typical 

value for nanocrystalline disordered sp2 carbon materials [Pra90]. The crystallite size (La) of 

the virgin glassy carbon was calculated  to be 2.91 nm by using Tuinstra-Koenig relation 

[Tui70] which holds for the sp2 bonded carbon materials with crystallite size in the range 2.5 

nm < La < 300 nm. Tuinstra-Koenig relation used to estimate the crystallite size of the virgin 

glassy carbon is given as:  
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𝐼𝐷
𝐼𝐺
=
C𝜆
𝐿𝑎

 (7.1) 

 

where C𝜆 is a laser wavelength dependent constant taken as 44 Å for 514.5 nm excitation laser. 

Due to the fact that the bonding is still mainly sp2, the weaker bonds soften the vibrational 

modes, consequently, the G peak decreases where the TK relation is no longer valid. Therefore, 

for small crystallite size, can be obtained using the equation [Fre00]: 

 

𝐼𝐷
𝐼𝐺
= C𝜆𝐿𝑎

2  (7.2) 

 

where C𝜆 is constant which is equal to 0.0055 Å-2.   The ID/IG ratio after RT implantation was 

found to have reduced as expected from the pristine value to 0.35. This confirms that Xe ions 

implantation leads to more damage and a highly disordered region which has a reduced 

crystallite size. After ion implantation, the D peak position shifted from 1350 cm-1 to 1364 cm-

1 while the G peak reduced to a lower wavenumber from 1588 cm-1 to 1530 cm-1. The reduction 

of the intensity ratio and the downshift of the G peak after implantation are as a result of an 

increase in the amount of disorder and an increase in the sp3 content and/or bond-angle 

distortion [Sai02]. 

 

Table 7.2: The Raman spectroscopy results of the 200 keV Xe implanted GC at room 

temperature and annealed up to 1500 C compared to the virgin glassy carbon. The quantitative 

values were acquired by fitting using a Lorentzian fit for the D peak and a Breit-Wigner-Fano 

(BWF) fit for the G peak. 

 

Temp  

(C) 

ID/IG G peak 

position (cm-1) 

G peak 

FWHM 

La  

(nm) 

Virgin GC 1.52 1588 25.9 2.91 

RT 0.35 1530 105 0.76 

500 0.40 1569 80.0 0.84 

600 0.49 1569 76.8 0.92 

700 0.66 1573 73.3 1.10 

800 0.69 1580 69.7 1.11 

900 0.75 1586 64. 8 1.16 

1000 0.76 1590 60.2 1.17 

1100 0.87 1593 55.7 1.25 
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1200 0.94 1594 51.8 1.30 

1300 0.96 1595 49.4 1.32 

1400 0.97 1596 43.5 1.33 

1500 1.02 1596 43.4 1.36 

 

Equation (7.2) was also used to estimate the crystallite size, La after annealing at high 

temperatures. From table 7.2, the crystallite size of the glassy carbon after ion implantation is 

dependent on the annealing temperature and was observed to increase with increase in 

annealing temperature. At the highest annealing temperature, (1500 C), the La of the implanted 

glassy carbon increased from 0.76 to 1.36. While this value is smaller than that of the pristine 

glassy carbon, it still indicates that annealing resulted in the re-crystallization of the implanted 

region. Based on crystal growth theory [Che83], it is expected that the La value will increase 

considerably at very high annealing temperatures.   

 

The structural changes in glassy carbon due to Xe implantation was investigated by McCulloch 

et al. In their study, 320 keV Xe ions were implanted in glassy carbon to fluences between 

5×1012 to 6×1016 ions/cm2 at room temperature. One of their key findings is that at fluence of 

2×1014 Xe/cm2 (≈ 0.2 dpa), there was a significant structural change to the glassy carbon. At 

this point, the graphitic ribbon bonds in glassy carbon begin to break up resulting in an 

amorphous structure within the implanted layer. At the highest implantation fluence, 6×1016 

ions/cm2 which corresponds to 4 dpa, a downshift of the G peak position and a higher FWHM 

value was obtained. This indicates that the glassy carbon was completely amorphised by the 

high fluence implantation of Xe. Using electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), they 

estimated that about 15% of the sp2 bonds present was converted to sp3 [Ber98]. 

 

The plot of the G peak position as a function of annealing temperature is shown in Figure 7.10. 

The G peak position shifted to lower wavenumber after xenon ion bombardment. Annealing 

from 1000 C to 1500 C resulted in a slight increase in the G peak position as seen in Figure 

7.10. After annealing at 1500 C, is can be observed that the G peak shifted by 8 cm-1 higher 

than that one of the virgin sample as can be seen table 7.2. The shift to higher wavenumber 

indicates the presence of the compressive stress in bonds between atoms as a result of a change 

in atomic distances [Wen12]. Although, the recovery of the G peak position after heat treatment 

at high temperature is observed, it differs from that of the pristine glassy carbon. This difference 
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indicates that some of the damage introduced by ion bombardment was retained even after heat 

treatment at high temperature. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.10: The G peak position of the acquired spectra before and after Xe ions bombardment 

and heat treatment. The position of virgin GC is shown at 0 C while the big drop at 23 C 

represents the G peak position after xenon bombardment in the GC substrate.  

 

The variation in the FWHM of the G peak after annealing at different temperatures is shown 

in Figure 7.11. The FWHM value increased after the RT xenon ion bombardment. The G peak 

broadened from about 25.9 cm -1 for the virgin GC to 105 cm-1 after the Xe implantation to 

fluence of 1×1016 ions/cm2. This broadening is due to the introduction of disorder (point defects 

such as C interstitials and vacancies) within the graphite-like planes of the GC structure.  

 

Annealing at temperatures ranging from 1000 C to 1500 C showed a decrease in the FWHM 

values. The FWHM value obtained at the highest annealing temperature (1500 C) is 43.4 cm-

1 which still higher than that of the virgin GC (25.9 cm-1). This is further proof that annealing 

did not completely remove all the damage introduced by the xenon ion bombardment [Mal18]. 

The FWHM values obtained in the present study can be compared to the results obtained by 
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Odutemowo et al. [Odu18], who studied the structural and surface changes in glassy carbon 

due to strontium implantation and heat treatment. They used multi-wavelength Raman 

spectroscopy, which included visible light laser excitation (514.5 nm (green) wavelength). 

They concluded that the FWHM values increased after strontium ion bombardment which led 

to gdrgbg level of disorder in the graphite lattice. Also, annealing of the sample at 300 C, 

600C and 900C resulted in narrower Raman spectra, hence, a decrease in the FWHM values. 

However, the FWHM values obtained after annealing were still higher than that of the pristine 

glassy carbon even at the highest annealing temperature (1500 C). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.11: The effect of xenon ion bombardment and heat treatment on the FWHM values of 

the G peak acquired after fitting the spectra with the BWF function. The increase in the FWHM 

values compared to the virgin glassy carbon shows the effect of amorphisation of the GC 

substrate after ion bombardment and heat treatment.  

 

From table 7.2, it can be deduced that there is only slight annealing of radiation damage after 

heat treatment which is confirmed by the plot of ID/IG intensity ratio in Figure 7.12. Annealing 

at 1500 C increased the ID/IG ratio to 1.02  0.1 which is still lower than that of the virgin GC 
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value of 1.52  0.1. The increase in the ID/IG ratio between 1000 and 1500 C indicating partial 

recovery of the GC structure. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.12: ID/IG ratios of virgin glassy carbon, after RT xenon ion bombardment compared with 

after heat treatment of implanted GC.  

 

To find out whether the virgin glassy carbon beyond the damaged region was also analysed 

during the experiment, the penetration depth of the green laser (λ = 514.5nm) was calculated 

using the equation (7.3) [Ni08]. 

 

𝐼

𝐼o
 = 𝑒−𝛼𝑧     (7.3) 

 

where Io is intensity of incident light, I is intensity of reflected light, I/Io is correspond the 

ID/IG ratio of the virgin GC spectrum,  is the absorption coefficient which is equal to 4k/, 

k is extinction coefficient of glassy carbon 0.69 for laser wavelength of 514.5 nm [Dul84], 

and z is the penetration depth. 
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𝑧 =
1

𝛼
 =

𝜆

4𝜋𝑘
   (7.4) 

 

The penetration depth of the 514.5 nm laser in glassy carbon was calculated to be 59.4 nm. The 

thickness of the implanted layer is about 222 nm (Rp + 3ΔRp). This implies that the area being 

probed by the laser during measurement is within the implanted layer and the bulk glassy 

carbon has no effect on the acquired Raman spectra. 

  

7.2.3 Surface microstructure analysis using AFM and SEM analysis 

 

Changes in surface morphology of a substrate often occur due to sputtering caused by the ion 

bombardment. The phenomena are of a statistical nature due to sputtering events, described by 

the sequential layer sputtering (SLS) theory, to be the statistical distribution of areas of different 

sputtering yields. According to the SLS theory, the surface roughness is proportional to the 

square root of the mean sputtered depth. This model describes how the root mean square 

roughness (Rq) increases with the mean sputtered depth [Mar90].  

 

The effect of xenon ions bombardment and heat treatment on the surface topography of the GC 

was characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) complemented by atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). AFM was used to evaluate and quantify the effect of Xe ions bombardment 

and annealing temperature on the surface roughness. The roughness parameters, root mean 

square (Rq) and the average roughness (Ra) were obtained using the NanoScope Analysis 

software. Rq is used to calculate the mean surface roughness. Rq is the arithmetic mean of the 

squares of a set of numbers, which is the root mean square along the sampling length. While 

Ra is used to calculate the average deviation roughness, which is defined as the average of the 

absolute value along the sampling length.  

Figure 7.13 shows the 2D height, deflection error and 3D AFM images obtained for the virgin 

GC substrate measured in 1 μm2. The cantilever bends in response to the force exerted on the 

tip by the sample features. The deflection of the probe occurs due to repulsive or attractive 

forces between the tip and sample atoms. The AFM cantilever measures both types of forces 

by varying the position of the sample. At short distances, the forces are repulsive as opposed 

to attractive forces that are experienced at larger sample-to-probe distances. These deflections 

give the topography information on height deviation at the nano-scale as the probe moves over 
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the surface of a sample in a raster scan pattern. Most AFMs measure sample topography by 

recording the output of the feedback or the cantilever deflection (also known as deflection 

error). 

The AFM images of virgin glassy carbon showed a homogeneous surface with relatively small 

granules. The Rq and Ra values obtained are 1.71 nm and 1.36 nm respectively indicating that 

the GC surface was relatively smooth and flat.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7.13: AFM images obtained of the virgin GC substrate (a) Height image (b) deflection 

error (c) 3D of the height image. 

 

The Rq and Ra surface roughness values increased to 2.54 nm and 1.97 nm respectively after 

the high dose Xe+ implantation -see Figure 7.14. This indicates that the surface became rougher 

and with some protruding features. The increase in surface roughness after Xe ion 

bombardment can be attributed to the surface roughening effect of ion-induced sputtering. 
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Fig. 7.14: AFM images obtained from the Xe implanted GC substrate (a) Height image (b) 

deflection error (c) 3D of the height image. 

 

Figure 7.15 (a – d) show the SEM micrographs of the GC surface obtained before and after Xe 

implantation. The SEM images show that the polishing marks became more prominent after 

Xe implantation. The prominence of the polishing marks after Xe implantation is the result of 

the increased sputtering of the carbon atoms in the vicinity of the polishing marks. Due to the 

strain in the material at these scratched regions, the surface atoms have less binding energies 

compared to the unscratched surface regions and, consequently sputter more easily, thereby 

exposing the polishing lines [Ism18][Odu18]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.15: SEM micrographs of (a) virgin GC at low magnification, (b) virgin GC at high 

magnification, (c) and (d) GC after Xe ion bombardment at low and high magnification 

respectively.  

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show the AFM and SEM images obtained after annealing the samples at 

1000 C. After annealing at 1000 C, there was a significant decrease in the surface roughness. 

The Rq and the Ra values obtained were 1.36 nm and 1.1 nm respectively. The smoothening of 

the GC surface at this temperature is attributed to surface diffusion of the substrate atoms from 

the sputter roughened peaks to the valley positions. The surface of GC after annealing at 1000 

°C (see- Fig. 7.16) also shows the presence of some spherical protrusions as seen in the AFM 

image, as well as some irregularly shaped hillocks appearing on the surface compared to the 

as-implanted sample.  

 

 

 

Fig. 7.16: AFM images obtained for Xe implanted GC after annealing at 1000 C (a) Height 

image (b) deflection error  (c) 3D of height image. 
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Fig. 7.17: SEM micrographs of Xe implanted GC and annealed at 1000 C for 5h. The images 

were obtained at different magnifications.  

  

After annealing at 1100 C the surface features became more prominent, is showing island 

clusters and valleys as shown in Figure 7.18. It can be seen that the surface morphology after 

annealing at 1100 C was different. At low magnification SEM micrographs obtained after 

annealing at 1100 C in Figure 7.19, it can been seen that the granular surface structure (in 

regions between the scratch marks) is more prominent after annealing. This observation 

correlates with the AFM analysis at this temperature where larger grains were observed after 

annealing at 1100 C. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.18: AFM images obtained for Xe implanted GC after annealing at 1100 C (a) Height 

image (b) deflection error (c) 3D of height image. 
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Fig. 7.19: SEM micrographs of Xe implanted GC and annealed at 1100 C for 5h. The images 

were obtained at different magnifications. 

 

However, annealing at 1500 C (Fig. 7.20) resulted in an increase in the roughness values, 

which were found to be 4.12 nm and 3.21 nm respectively. The increase was result in the larger 

clusters after annealing at a temperature of 1500 C. These results were also confirmed by the 

SEM results obtained after annealing at 1500 C (Fig. 7.21) where it was seen that the grains 

grew larger and the surface became rougher compared to SEM image of 1000 °C. The brighter 

spots or pixels in the AFM images indicate the top of the hillocks/columns and the dark pixels 

indicate the valleys [Njo14]. Increase in annealing temperature, the quantity of these clusters 

was observed to increase. This can be attributed to the coalescing or aggregation of the surface 

granules into large clusters with increasing annealing temperature. The increasing cluster size 

was seen to influence the surface morphology, that is, with increasing size and number of 

clusters, the surface appears rougher. It can be deduced that the physical appearance of the 

surface topography strongly depends on the heat treatment. 
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Fig. 7.20: AFM images obtained for Xe implanted GC after annealing at 1500 C (a) Height 

image (b) deflection error  (c) 3D of height image. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.21: SEM micrographs of Xe implanted GC and annealed at 1500 C for 5h. The images 

were obtained at different magnifications. 

 

7.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) Results 

 

The high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) has been extensively and 

successfully used for analysing crystal structures and lattice imperfections in various kinds of 

advanced materials at an atomic resolution scale. Recent studies have suggested that glassy 

carbon has a fullerene-related structure [Jur18] [Har04]. Figure 7.22 shows the HRTEM 
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micrograph of the pristine Sigradur® G glassy carbon cross-section. Figures 7.22 (a) and (b) 

show that the Sigradur® G glassy carbon consists of isotropic entanglement of layered graphitic 

nanostructures. The image shows that glassy carbon is a typical non-graphitizing carbon 

accompanied by a closed fullerene carbon nanostructure. This can be compared to an imperfect 

multi-layered fullerene which often surrounds pores. One of the features of glassy carbon that 

makes it different from other forms of non-graphitising carbon is its low reactivity and being 

highly impermeable to gases. This has been attributed to its higher number of closely packed 

microstructures and tightly curled single carbon layers [Har04] which are indicated with circle 

frames and the arrows in Figure 7.22 (a) and (b). The onion-like, i.e. fullerene, carbon structures 

were also observed - see Figures 7.22 (b) and (c). 

 

   

 
 

Fig. 7.22: HRTEM micrographs of virgin glassy carbon obtained at different magnifications. 

The onion-like structure of glassy carbon is highlighted in the brown circles in the Figures.   
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Figure 7.23 shows the bright field HRTEM images obtained after Xe implantation in glassy 

carbon. Fig. 7. 23(a) shows three distinct regions. The region; (i) is the platinum protective 

layer (ii) Xe implanted layer which has a thickness of 220 ± 10 nm and (iii) the bulk glassy 

carbon. In the bulk region several sharply contrasting areas can be seen.  The dark spots indicate 

regions where the electron beam is diffracted, thereby indicating crystallites.  The implanted 

region also has such dark spots but significantly less than in the bulk.  This suggests that the 

implanted region was not 100 % amorphised but also contained some remaining graphitic 

crystallites. The implanted region is shown at a different magnification in Figure 7.23(b). 

Figures 7.23 (c) and (d) are the HRTEM images obtained towards the surface and at the end of 

the implanted layer respectively. Comparing the bright field HRTEM images of the implanted 

glassy carbon shown in Figures 7.23 (c) and (d) to that of the pristine glassy carbon (Fig. 7.22), 

it can be clearly seen that the structure of glassy carbon was damaged after implantation. The 

initial structure has been replaced by an amorphous structure. The structure of glassy carbon 

within the implanted layer is very similar to that of diamond like carbon (DLC). However, the 

amorphous structure consists of several stacks of parallel fringes. Some of these fringes are 

indicated in Figures 7.23 (c) and (d) with red arrows. These fringes are attributed to graphitic 

crystallites present within the implanted layer.  McCulloch et. al. [McC94] studied the 

formation of preferred orientation in glassy carbon due to high fluence C+ implantation. They 

found out that the implantation of 5×1016 C+/cm2 resulted in the amorphization of the implanted 

layer. They also found that several graphitic fringes with spacing of approximately 0.34 nm 

which corresponds to the (002) lattice spacing in graphite were embedded within the 

amorphised layer. 
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Fig. 7.23: HRTEM micrograph showing the effect of 200 keV Xe bombardment on GC taken 

at different magnifications. (a) is shows the contrast between the Pt protective layer, the 

implanted layer and the bulk of the glassy carbon. (b) – (d) are the HRTEM images obtained 

for the Xe implanted glassy carbon at different magnifications and positions. 

 

The bright field HRTEM images obtained at different magnification after annealing at 600 C 

are shown in Figure 7.24 below. Figure 7.24 (a) also depicts the contrast between the Pt layer, 

the implanted layer and the bulk of the glassy carbon sample. The implanted layer is shown at 

a different magnification in Fig. 7.24 (b). HRTEM images obtained near the surface and 

towards the end of the implanted layer are shown in Figures 7.24 (c) and (d). The graphitic 

fringes present within the amorphous layer are depicted by brown arrows in (c) and (d). The 

images shown in (c) and (d) show a very slight re-crystallization of the implanted layer. One 

key observation from the images is that there are some fullerene-like structures now present 

within the implanted layer. The Raman spectrum obtained after heat treatment at 600 C 

showed the re-appearance of the Raman D and G peaks. This implies that some of the radiation 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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damage introduced during the implantation process has been annealed out. However, the initial 

glassy carbon structure was not recovered after annealing at this temperature. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.24: HRTEM micrographs showing the effect of 600 C heat treatment on the 

microstructure of Xe implanted glassy carbon.  (a) is shows the contrast between the Pt 

protective layer, the implanted layer and the bulk of the glassy carbon. (b) – (d) are the HRTEM 

images obtained within the Xe implanted layer at different magnifications and positions after 

600 C annealing. 

 

Figure 7.25 shows the HRTEM micrographs obtained after annealing the implanted sample at 

1000 C. Again Figure 7.25 (a) depicts the contrast between the Pt layer, the implanted layer 

and the bulk of the glassy carbon. These are also shown at a different magnification in Figure 

7.25 (b). From Figures 7.25 (c) and (d), it can be clearly seen that the graphitic fringes 

embedded in the implanted layer are absent after annealing at 1000 C. The absence of these 

fringes could be as a result of the re-crystallization and re-ordering of the glassy carbon 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Bulk 
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structure. However, it can be clearly seen that the glassy carbon structure was not fully re-

crystallized after the high temperature heat treatment. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.25: HRTEM micrographs showing the effect of 1000 C heat treatment on the 

microstructure of Xe implanted glassy carbon. (a) is shows the contrast between the Pt 

protective layer, the implanted layer and the bulk of the glassy carbon. (b) – (d) are the HRTEM 

images obtained within the Xe implanted layer at different magnifications and positions after 

1000 C annealing. 

 

7.2.5 Densification of glassy carbon due to Xe ion bombardment 

 

The presence of graphitic fringes in an amorphous matrix within the implanted region of the 

glassy carbon strongly suggests that Xe bombardment will result in an increase in the density 

of the GC within the implanted region. To prove this, the step height between implanted and 

un-implanted regions was measured using AFM – see Figure 7.26. From the step height 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 
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measurement, it was found that the implanted region was lower than the un-implanted region. 

The change in the height is the result of compaction of the near surface region of GC leading 

to an increase in the density of the implanted GC after ion bombardment. The increase in 

density was accompanied by change in structure of GC towards an amorphous carbon structure. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.26: AFM line scan measurement taken from (a) implanted region to (b) un-implanted 

region of glassy carbon, to obtain the step height value between the two regions. 

 

The density of the implanted layer was calculated using the thickness of the implanted area 

which is approximately 153.5 nm, the density of the Sigradur® G GC (1.42 g/cm3) and the step 

height (55.1 nm). The density was then calculated using the equation below [Odu18]: 

 

ρf(g cm
3) =⁄

ρGC × (RP + ∆RP)

(RP + ∆RP) − 55.1
   (7.5) 

 

The result from equation above proves that the obtained value (2.215 g/cm3) is very similar to 

that of graphite which is 2.26 g/cm3. The increase in the density of the glassy carbon is due to 

the amorphisation of the glassy carbon structure after Xe implantation. Several studies have 

been done on the densification of glassy carbon by ion bombardment [Iwa00] [Toi01]. All 

concluded that the ion beam bombardment of glassy carbon induces amorphisation of 

the surface layer which leads to the change in atomic density. The atomic density of glassy 
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carbon mostly depends on the structure of glassy carbon, is 1.50 g/cm3 and increases to 2.25 

g/cm3 due to densification after ion bombardment. Therefore, it is considered that the change 

in structure from GC to amorphous carbon accompanies the change in atomic density. 

However, the cause of the observed step height could also be due to sputtering of the glassy 

carbon atoms during ion implantation [Toi01]. From TRIM simulations [Sri12] using a surface 

binding energy of 7.4 ev/atom, the sputtering yield from the GC surface caused by Xe ions 

implantation was found to be 1.94 atoms/ion. Then using density of 1.42 g/cm3, the thickness 

of the sputtered layer was found to be 2.73 nm. This value is essentially too low to be solely 

responsible for the height difference between the virgin and implanted glassy carbon.  

 

7.3 Effects of SHI irradiation on migration and structure of Xe implanted glassy carbon 

 

7.3.1 Swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation 

 

A nuclear waste storage container must be able to contain the fission products which are 

released with different energies. During the fission process in nuclear reactors, nuclides with a 

large range of energies from hundreds of MeV to few GeV are released. The energy in the order 

of 100 MeV, is the energy range of swift heavy ions (SHIs). Since glassy carbon (GC) is used 

in nuclear reactors and considered as an alternative material for nuclear waste storage of high-

level nuclear waste (HLW), hence, GC from such a container will be exposed to radioactive 

nuclei of different energy range i.e. from few keV to 100 MeV. 

  

When SHI passes through the target material, it produces electronic excitation of the atoms in 

the material. These processes occur when high energy particles are slowed down in the material 

due to transfer its energy to the electrons of target materials. The modification of the material 

can be occurred within a cylindrical zone along the ion trajectory, so-called latent track or ion 

track (damage zone created along the paths of swift heavy ions) is shown in Figure 7.27.  

The SRIM simulation [Sri12] shown in Figure 7.28, confirmed that the energy loss due to 167 

MeV Xe ion in GC and xenon was predominantly via electronic excitation from inelastic 

collisions and not nuclear elastic collisions [Fle75] [Ava11] [Njo17]. The nuclear energy loss 

(Sn) usually decreases with an increase in ion energy while electronic energy loss (Se) 

increases. From Figure 7.28 it is clear that Se > Sn near the surface of GC with the Se and Sn 

values of 10.92 and 0.29 keV/nm, respectively. 
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Fig. 7.27: Trajectories produced by 167 MeV Xe ion (white in colour) in GC along with the 

recoils (represented by green colour) [Sri12]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.28: The energy loss of electronic (inelastic) and nuclear (elastic) collisions by Xe ion in 

GC, at the energy of 167 MeV [Sri12]. 
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7.3.2 RBS results 

 

The RBS spectra of RT implanted GC and the sample irradiated with 167 MeV Xe SHIs to a 

fluence of 1×1014 ions/cm2 are shown in Figure 7.29. There was a slight shift of Xe ions toward 

the bulk after SHI irradiation compared to the un-irradiated GC sample. It is well known that 

transient heating effects (thermal spikes) occur when energetic swift heavy ions (SHIs) deposit 

their energy to surrounding the ion track via ionization. A penetrating ion induces transient 

lattice heating, which may exceed the melting point of the target material [Tou92]. This 

especially occurs during swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation events, where inelastic interactions 

with the target atoms can locally produce hot electrons with a very high temperature [Wan94]. 

This shift may be due to the transient melt along ion trajectory, resulted in a little amount of 

xenon evaporating. Several studies have concluded that SHI-induced annealing in the material, 

electronic energy depositions exceeding 10 keV/nm, and some as large as 30 keV/nm [Zha15]. 

Since Se >> Sn, high electronic energy loss by the SHI beam in a very short time produces 

significant excitation in the crystal lattice, leading to form a transiently heated region along the 

track. 
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Fig. 7.29: RBS spectra comparison of 200 keV Xe+ implanted GC, and irradiated with swift 

heavy ions at (167 MeV Xe+). 

 

The RBS depth profiles obtained after SHI irradiation and annealing in the temperature range 

of 1000 C to 1400 C in steps of 100 C for 5 hours are shown in Figure 7.30 (b). The migration 

of xenon ions is still moving towards the bulk of GC which is the undamaged GC and therefore 

SHI irradiation does not influence the direction of xenon migration behaviour. The implanted 

Xe only migrated during annealing into undamaged bulk GC not towards the surface of glassy 

carbon region. 

 

From Figure 7.30 (a) and (b), a comparison depth profiles between as-implanted at RT and 

implanted then irradiated with SHI irradiation. After annealing the SHI irradiated samples at 

1000 C, very little diffusion was observed with a single peak while the un-irradiated sample 

had a bimodal distribution after annealing at this temperature as seen in Figure 7.30 (b). 

Annealing at the SHI irradiated sample at 1100 C, the implanted Xe profile has a bimodal 

distribution. The first peak nearer to the surface has a higher height than the second deeper 

peak while for the un-irradiated sample first peak has lower height than the second. At the 

temperatures range of 1200 C to 1400 C, the height first peaks for both RT and SHI are lower 

than the second peaks.  The diffusion rates after annealing the un-irradiated and the SHI 

irradiated samples was different as seen in Figure 7.30. Higher diffusion was observed after 

annealing the RT from 1000 to 1500 C. This is due to the different structures retained in the 

GC after RT Xe implantation (un-irradiated) and after SHI irradiation. The sample irradiated 

with SHIs was observed to have some slight recovery within the implantation damaged region 

of the GC.   
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Fig. 7.30: Xe depth profiles showing the effect of high temperature annealing on the migration 

behaviour (a) as-implanted RT (b) after SHI irradiation. 

 

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 31 shows the retained of Xe within the damaged region after SHI irradiation and high 

temperature annealing (1000 – 1400 C). Annealing at 1000 C show that the Xe retained with 

the damaged region is fairly with the same as the irradiated-RT. This means that the less amount 

of Xe ions moved toward the un-damage (see-Fig. 7.29 b). These results compared to that 

obtained from un-irradiated then concluded that the Xe ions before SHI irradiation migrate fast 

than after SHI irradiation. This may be due to the presence of a high number of pores in the 

undamaged region and became less or reduced after SHI irradiated. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.31: The amount of Xe retained with the damaged region after SHI irradiation and 

annealed at temperature (1000 - 1400 C). 

 

7.3.3 Raman results 

 

The Raman spectroscopy analysis of the sample irradiated with SHI to a fluence of 1×1014 

ions/cm2 was performed and the results are given in Figure 7.32. These results have been 

compared with the as-implanted and virgin glassy carbon. The D and G bands of GC reappeared 

and are pronounced and distinguishable as seen in Figure 7.32. The G peak intensity became 
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slightly more prominent compared to the D peak. This observation suggests that more 

crystallites were present in the previously damaged region near the surface of GC after SHI 

irradiation compared to as-implanted spectrum. This also can explain by the fact that the 

radiation-induced thermal transient can enhance the recovery along the ion track [Tou92]. 

These results well agree with the RBS results from SHI irradiation. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7.32: Raman spectrum of Xe implanted in GC at RT and thereafter irradiated by 167 MeV 

Xe ion at RT to a fluence of 1×1014. The red lines are the cumulative fit peak while the green 

lines represent the individual peak fit. The virgin GC Raman spectrum included for 

comparison.  
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The Raman spectrum of SHI irradiated and annealed were fitted using a Lorentzian fit for the 

D peak and a Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) fit for the G peak and the results are tabulated in table 

7.3. The Lorentzian-BWF combination was used to fit as-irradiated spectrum, and the spectra 

of samples annealed at a temperature range of 1000 to 1500 C (see-Fig 7.33). The ID/IG ratios, 

the G peak positions, the G peak FWHM, and the average crystallite sizes (La) for the un-

irradiated and the implanted then irradiated are found to be as tabulated in table 7.3. The effect 

of annealing on the structure after SHI irradiation is shown in Figure 7.33. The samples were 

annealed at temperatures ranging 1000 C to 1500 C in steps of 100 C for 5 hours. The G peak 

intensity after SHI irradiation was observed to slightly increase with the increase in annealing 

temperature. However, after annealed the results in table 7.2 (section 7.2.2 above) are very 

comparable to those obtained from un-irradiated samples (see table 7.3).  
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Fig. 7.33: Raman spectrum of xenon implanted GC at room then irradiated with SHI at room 

temperature and the effect of annealing at temperatures ranging from 1000 C to 1500 C in 

steps of 100 C for 5 h, on the structure of GC. The Figure also contains the Raman spectrum 

for virgin GC for comparison. 

 

Table 7. 3: The Raman results of the (200 keV Xe + SHI) irradiated GC at room temperature 

and annealed up to 1500 C compared to the virgin glassy carbon at 0 C. The quantitative 

acquired by fitting using a Lorentzian fit for the D peak and a Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) fit 

for the G peak. 

 

Temp 

 (C) 

 

ID/IG 

G peak 

position (cm-1) 

G peak 

FWHM 

La  

(nm) 
 

Pristine 1.52 1588 25.9 2.91 

As-imp 0.35 1530 105 0.76 

SHI 0.84 1580 66.7 1.23 

1000 0.90  1587 61.2 1.27 

1100 0.91 1591 55.8 1.28 

1200 0.94 1594 51.7 1.31 

1300 0.96  1595 47.1 1.32 

1400 1.04 1597 42.4 1.37 

1500 1.12 1597 42.3 1.43 

 

From table 7.3, the crystallite size of the glassy carbon after SHI irradiation, obviously 

increased from 0.76 nm to 1.23 nm after SHI. This indicates that SHI irradiation resulted in the 

re-crystallization of the implanted region. Comparison between un-irradiated and after SHI 

irradiation results in Table 7.2 and Table 7.3, we can conclude: 

 

i. Higher (La) size was observed in SHI irradiated samples over the whole temperature 

range of annealing. 

ii. There was faster recovery after SHI irradiation. 

iii. Due to recovery introduced in glassy carbon after SHI irradiation, the D and G peaks 

reappeared and are pronounced and distinguishable.  
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

 

This study investigates the migration behaviour of xenon (Xe) ions-implanted into glassy 

carbon. This was with a view to check whether glassy carbon will be a good diffusion barrier 

for Xe as a fission product. The experimental techniques used in this study gave quantitative 

and qualitative information on the migration behaviour; the surface morphology and the 

structural changes after Xe implanted into glassy carbon; subsequently irradiated with swift 

heavy ion (SHI). This information obtained is required to understudy the behaviour of glassy 

carbon if it was going to be used as a storage device to contain Xe fission products. The 

conclusions and summary from these work are presented in the sections below. 

 

8.1 Xenon implantation in glassy carbon samples 

 

200 keV of Xe ions were implanted in glassy carbon at room temperature (RT) to a fluence of 

1×1016 ions/cm2. The samples was then characterized with RBS, Raman, SEM, AFM and HR-

TEM techniques. 

We have reported the conventional RBS depth profile results after annealing at two different 

temperature regimes, 300 – 800 C and 900 – 1500 C, respectively. For the first annealing 

temperature regime, 300 – 800 C, no noticeable diffusion of Xe was observed as the profile 

remained nearly the same as compared to the as-implanted depth profile. The non-diffusion of 

Xe at these low temperatures could be as a result amorphisation of the glassy carbon leading 

to creation of point defects in the implanted region of the glassy carbon substrate. The defects 

which could be in terms of voids and vacancies are responsible for the trapping of Xe well 

within the damaged region of the glassy carbon matrix. Annealing was carried out in the 2nd 

temperature regime, (900 C≤ T ≤ 1500 C). The Xe profile shifted towards the surface of 

glassy carbon after annealing at 900 C. The shift at this temperature towards the surface was 

accompanied with slight broadening of the Xe profile. This broadening was considered critical 

because the diffusion of Xe was Fickian (Gaussian) in nature.  Annealing from 1000 – 1500 C 

resulted in the movement of Xe profile deeper beyond the damaged bulk deeper into the 

undamaged bulk of glassy carbon and the formation of a bimodal distribution was also 

observed. As the Xe atom moved deeper into the undamaged bulk, the migration behaviour 
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extends up to a depth of 800 nm deeper into the undamaged bulk with increasing bimodal 

distribution formation after annealing at 1400 C. The migration of Xe deeper into the 

undamaged bulk of glassy carbon was not expected because the TRIM simulation shows that 

the damage introduced in glassy carbon after Xe implantation is concentrated near the surface. 

The migration behaviour of Xe was different from every other fission products earlier studied 

in glassy carbon. The model given for this unpredictable migration behaviour of Xe is the 

presence of large number of pores in glassy carbon. These pores needs to be filled up when Xe 

atoms become more energized after annealing at higher temperatures. 

The effect of xenon ion implantation in glassy carbon has been investigated using Raman 

spectroscopy. Each time Raman spectroscopy was carried out, the baseline of the spectrum 

lines were corrected using a linear background correction. The corrected spectrum was then 

fitted using a Lorentzian fit for the D peak and a Breit-Wigner-Fano (BWF) fit for the G peak. 

The virgin glassy carbon spectra obtained at 514.5 nm shows that D and G peaks are at 1350 

cm-1 and 1587 cm-1, respectively. The D peak position representative of a disordered graphite 

structure and the G peak position is typical of a graphite single crystal. Xenon implantation 

into glassy carbon resulted in amorphisation as evident by the merging of D and G peaks, 

decreased ID/IG ratio and increased FWHM. 

  

Annealing of the sample in the first temperature regime shows that the damaged layer caused 

by Xe implantation start to recrystallizes after annealing at 500 C. This temperature is 

considered a dynamic annealing temperature for Xe implanted glassy carbon. Some observed 

changes after annealing at 500 – 900 C include a decrease and narrowing of the FWHM of the 

G peak, a decrease in the ID/IG ratio and upshift in the G peak positions. However, annealing 

of the xenon implanted glassy carbon sample up to 900 C did not revert to its original state 

before irradiation. 

The re-growth of the Raman D and G peaks was further observed after high temperature 

annealing of the implanted glassy carbon from 1000 C to 1500 C. From 1000 – 1300 C, the 

D and G peaks shows better recovery with slightly increased G peak than the D peak. However, 

at 1400 C and 1500 C, the intensity of the D and G peak appear to be the same. At the highest 

annealing temperature, (1500 C), the crystallite size, La of the implanted glassy carbon have 

increased from 0.88 to 1.39. This is an indication that the structural recovery of the implanted 

layer resulted in a structure that is more graphite-like than the glassy carbon. The difference in 
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the crystallite sizes also means that some of the damage introduced by Xe ion implantation was 

still retained after heat treatment at highest temperature.  

 

The effect of xenon ions bombardment and heat treatment on the surface topography of the GC 

was characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) complemented by atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). AFM was used to evaluate and quantify the effect of Xe ion bombardment 

and annealing temperature on the surface roughness. The Rq and Ra values obtained are 1.71 

nm and 1.36 nm respectively, for virgin glassy carbon. These values increased to 2.54 nm and 

1.97 nm respectively after Xe ion bombardment. This indicates that the sample surface became 

rougher and this is due to the surface roughening effect of ion-induced sputtering. The increase 

in the surface roughness after Xe bombardment was in agreement with the SEM images. The 

SEM micrographs obtained the samples showed that the polishing marks became prominent 

after ion bombardment. The Rq value significantly increased to 4.12 nm after annealing at 1500 

C. This value of Rq is typical for a much roughened surface. This result was confirmed by 

SEM for the sample annealed at 1500 C. The SEM micrograph shows a uniform distribution 

of large granules on the surface of the sample.  

 

The HRTEM analyses gave a clearer information on the structure of virgin glassy carbon and 

after ion bombardment. The TEM images of the virgin glassy carbon indicated a layered 

fullerene-like nano structure. This structure changed after Xe bombardment indicating the 

amorphization of glassy carbon with the presence of some nano-crystallites features. The 

HRTEM image of sample annealed at 600 C had showed some graphitic strands which became 

reduced after annealing at 1500 C. The HRTEM result of annealed sample might depicts some 

form of recrystallization or recovery of the glassy carbon.  

 

Another effect of the implanted Xe in glassy carbon is densification. The densification of glassy 

carbon due to Xe implantation was investigated by calculating the step heights between the 

implanted and un-implanted regions using AFM. The height of the implanted region was lower 

as compared to the un-implanted region. The relative height difference was used to calculate 

the density as 2.215 gcm-3. This value is much comparable to the density of graphite which is 

2.26 gcm-3. This shows that the recovery of the implanted region resulted in a structure that is 

more graphite-like than glassy carbon. 
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8.2 Swift heavy ion (SHI) irradiation of Xe ion-implanted glassy carbon 

 

An important parameter considered in this study is the effect of effect of swift heavy ion 

irradiation on Xe ion-implanted glassy carbon. We have hypothesized that glassy carbon will 

be exposed to radioactivity release (in orders of 100s MeV to few GeV) resulting from the 

fission process of nuclear waste with large range of energies. Glassy carbon proposed as a 

nuclear waste containment material in this study is expected to undergo structural changes after 

SHI irradiation. The SRIM simulation confirmed that the energy loss due to 167 MeV Xe ion 

in glassy carbon was found to be via electronic excitation from inelastic collisions and not 

nuclear elastic collisions.  

The RBS result of sample irradiated with 167 MeV Xe SHIs at fluence of 1×1014 ions/cm2 

indicates an increased shift of Xe ions towards the undamaged bulk of glassy carbon as 

compared to the un-irradiated but as-implanted sample. This shift of Xe may be due to the 

transient melting along the ion trajectory which also resulted in a little amount of xenon that 

have evaporated.  

The Xe SHIs irradiated but implanted sample was annealed in the temperature range of 1000 – 

1500 C in steps of 100 for 5 hours and characterize with RBS. The RBS depth profile of SHI 

irradiated but implanted sample indicate the diffusion of Xe after annealing at 1000 C. The 

RBS depth profiles obtained for the sample irradiated with SHIs and subsequently annealed 

was not expected. The un-irradiated sample had a bimodal distribution after annealing at 1000 

C. The RBS depth profiles obtained for the sample irradiated with SHIs and subsequently 

annealed between 1100 and 1500 C showed a similar migration behaviour for Xe as compared 

with the un-irradiated but as-implanted sample. This implies that SHIs irradiation does not 

influence the migration behaviour of Xe in glassy carbon at annealing temperature ≥ 1100 C.  

 

The effect of SHIs on the damaged layer of the implanted glassy carbon was investigated by 

using Raman spectroscopy. Two distinguished peaks reappeared near the D and G bands of the 

glassy carbon as a result of SHIs irradiation. The G peak intensity became slightly more 

prominent as compared to the D peak intensity. This observation means that glassy carbon 

structure is already recrystallizing as a result of SHIs irradiation which was later confirmed by 

the calculated increased crystallite size. These results agree well with the RBS results for SHI 

irradiation. 
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8.3 Future work 

 

Previous studies of ion implanted in glassy carbon was carried out to understudy the diffusion 

or migration behaviour of fission products in glassy carbon. The results of these studies have 

shown that diffusion and/or migration of these nuclides are always directed towards the surface. 

Also, SRIM simulation correctly predicts the migration of the previous studies. This is not the 

case with our results in this study. Damage created into glassy carbon after Xe ion implantation 

into glassy carbon was very close to the surface than the bulk. Likewise, the migration of Xe 

was into the undamaged bulk of the glassy carbon matrix after annealing at high temperature 

(1000 – 1500 C). According to our study, a different model was proposed to explain the 

migration behaviour of gaseous Xe. This model might also be useful to study other gaseous 

fission products like Ar and Kr implanted into glassy carbon. The migration behaviour of other 

heavy gaseous ions is therefore proposed for further studies may be our proposed model might 

be established for gaseous fission products.  

 

Another suggestive study is to critically examine the structure of glassy carbon with respect to 

determining how glassy carbon behave to stress and strain after Xe implantation and annealing 

at higher temperatures. Several models have been developed to describe the structure of glassy 

carbon, however, these models have been unable to explain some of the properties of glassy 

carbon. In future, we will attempt to develop a model that explains the structure of glassy 

carbon. This will be done by using several analytical techniques such as Raman spectroscopy, 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). And also, further 

studies should be carried out to characterize the type of diffusion or migration mechanisms 

peculiar to metallic, non-metallic and gaseous fission products, respectively.  
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CHAPTER 9 

RESEARCH OUTPUT 
 

 

The work in this thesis has contributed to several publications and conference proceedings. 

A summary of these research outputs is listed below: 

  

 

9.1 Publications in peer-reviewed or refereed journals 

 

1. M.Y.A. Ismail, J.B. Malherbe, O.S. Odutemowo, E.G. Njoroge, T.T. Hlatshwayo, M. 

Mlambo, E. Wendler, Investigating the effect of heat treatment on the diffusion 

behaviour of xenon implanted in glassy carbon, Vacuum 149 (2018) 74 –78. 

 

2. O.S. Odutemowo, M.S. Dhlamini, E. Wendler, D.F. Langa, M.Y.A. Ismail, J.B. 

Malherbe, Effect of heat treatment on the migration behaviour of Sr and Ag CO-

implanted in glassy carbon Vacuum 171 (2020) 109027. 

 

3. M.J. Madito, M.Y.A. Ismail, T.T. Hlatshwayob, C.B. Mtshali, The nature of surface 

defects in Xe ion implanted glassy carbon annealed at high temperatures: Raman 

spectroscopy analysis, Applied Surface Science 506 (2020) 145001.  

 

4. A.J. Innocent, T.T. Hlatshwayo, E.G. Njoroge, T.P. Ntsoane, M. Madhuku, E.O. Ejeh, 

M. Mlambo, M.Y.A. Ismail, C.C. Theron, J.B. Malherbe, Evaluation of diffusion 

parameters and phase formation between tungsten films and glassy carbon, Vacuum 

175 (2020) 109245.  

 

5. Z.A.Y. Abdalla, M.Y.A. Ismail, E.G. Njoroge, T.T. Hlatshwayo, E. Wendler, J.B. 

Malherbe, Migration behaviour of selenium implanted into polycrystalline 3C-SiC, 

Vacuum 175 (2020) 109235.   
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 9.2 Conference Presentations 

 

9.2.1 National Conferences 

 

The 62nd Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics (SAIP 2017). Department 

of Physics, University of Stellenbosch, July 2017, Stellenbosch, South Africa.  

(Poster presentation) 

 

9.2.2 International Conferences 

 

I. The 23rd International Conference on Ion-Surface Interaction (ISI-2017), August 2017, 

Moscow, Russia. (Poster presentation) 

 

II. 2nd International Conference on Material Science and Nanotechnology (IMSNC-

2019), July 2019, London, UK. (Poster presentation)  

 

III. 24th International Conference on Ion Beam Analysis (IBA-2019), October 2019, 

Antibes, France. (Poster presentation)  
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